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Abstract

Amorphous and nano- or micro- crystalline silicon thin films are intensively studied

materials for photovoltaic applications. The films are used as intrinsic layer (absorber)

in p-i-n solar cells. As opposed to crystalline silicon solar cells, the thin films contain

about hundred times less silicon and can be deposited at much lower temperatures

(typically around 200 0C) which saves energy needed for production and makes it

possible to use various low cost (even flexible) substrates.

However, these films have a complex microstructure, which makes it difficult to

measure and describe the electronic transport of the photogenerated carriers. Yet, the

understanding of the structure and electronic properties of the material at nanoscale

is essential on the way to improve the efficiency solar cells.

One of the main aims of this work is the study of the structure and mechanical

properties of the mixed phase silicon thin films of various thicknesses and structures.

The key parameter of microcrystalline silicon is the crystallinity, i.e., the microcrys-

talline volume fraction. It determines internal structure of the films which, in turn,

decides about many other properties, including charge transport and mechanical sta-

bility. Raman microspectroscopy is a fast and non-destructive method for probing the

microstructure. The factors which can influence the measurement are considered for

the case of silicon thin films. The method of crystallinity evaluation by the Raman

microspectroscopy is described. It is also shown that Raman mapping can be done

with very high resolution which sometimes can overcome the resolution limit due to

optical diffraction.

The Raman spectroscopy can not only distinguish amorphous tissue from micro-

crystalline grains but it also provides information about local stress in the film, which

has a special importance for the properties and stability of the films on flexible sub-

strates. We introduced an original setup for the stress creation in which the silicon

films were deposited on the AFM cantilevers and then bent by a micromanipulator

to introduce an extrinsic stress. We demonstrated that the positions of the Raman

peaks changed linearly with the applied stress both for amorphous and microcrys-

talline silicon and we were able to compare the same film in stressed and relaxed

states.



Another aim of this work was the microscopic study of the charge transport in

hydrogenated microcrystalline silicon with nanometer resolution. The final part of the

thesis covers the results of the conductive atomic force microscopy (C-AFM) study.

Thin films of microcrystalline silicon were studied both in coplanar configuration as

well as in ”sandwich” setup. Results of C-AFM made in ultra high vacuum and in

ambient atmosphere are discussed and compared, including the local I-V character-

istics. It was demonstrated that in ambient atmosphere (under which the silicon film

is covered by a layer of native oxide and thin layer of condensed water) the C-AFM

measurement itself may change the properties of measured sample due to the local

anodic oxidation and charge trapping at the interface between silicon and its oxide.

It was shown how both these processes can lead to artifacts which can fundamentally

change character of the conductive maps, leading for example to the appearance of

conductive rings at the grain edges. We have identified the neighboring line oxidation

as the origin of this artifact which occurs even upon the first scan of a pristine sur-

face. We also show how to avoid these artifacts. To support our conclusions the native

oxide was stripped away by HF acid and we demonstrated that after the etching the

character of maps of local currents measured in ambient air became comparable to

the maps measured in ultra high vacuum.



Abstract

Amorfńı a nano- nebo mikro- krystalické tenké vrstvy křemı́ku jsou intenzivně

studované materiály pro fotovoltaické aplikace. Jsou použ́ıvány jako intrinsické vrstvy

(absorbéry) v p-i-n solárńıch článćıch. V porovnáńı se solárńımi články založenými

na deskách řezaných z krystalického křemı́ku, tenkovrstvé články obsahuj́ı asi 100x

méně křemı́ku a mohou být deponovány při výrazně nižš́ıch teplotách (typicky okolo

200 0C). To umožňuje ušetřit energii nutnou pro výrobu a dovoluje použit́ı r̊uzných

levných (i ohebných) podložek.

Nicméně, tyto vrstvy maj́ı komplexńı mikrostrukturu, která komplikuje měřeńı a

popis elektronického transportu fotogenerovaných nosič̊u náboje. Pochopeńı struktury

a elektronických vlastnost́ı materiál̊u v měř́ıtku nanometr̊u je přitom zásadńı na cestě

ke zlepšeńı účinnosti tenkovrstvých solárńıch článk̊u.

Jedńım z hlavńıch ćıl̊u této práce je studium strukturńıch a mechanických vlast-

nost́ı smı́̌sených tenkých vrstev křemı́ku s r̊uznými tlouš̌tkami a strukturou. Kĺıčovým

parametrem mikrokrystalického křemı́ku je krystalinita, tj. objemový pod́ıl mikrokrys-

talické fáze. Ten určuje interńı strukturu vrstvy, která rozhoduje o mnoha daľśıch

vlastnostech jako je transport náboje a mechanická stabilita. Ramanovská mikrospek-

troskopie je rychlá a nedestruktivńı metoda pro měřeńı mikrostruktury. Faktory,

které pro př́ıpad tenkých vrstev křemı́ku mohou ovlivnit měřeńı, jsou v práci po-

drobně diskutovány. Je zde také popsána metoda pro výpočet krystalinity z Ra-

manovských spekter. Ukázali jsme také, že ramanovské mapováńı může být prove-

deno s velmi vysokým rozlǐseńım, které v některých př́ıpadech může překonat omezeńı

dané optickým difrakčńım limitem.

Ramanovská spektroskopie může nejen rozlǐsit amorfńı fázi od mikrokrystalických

zrn, ale také poskytnout informace o lokálńım pnut́ı ve vrstvě, které je d̊uležité pro

vlastnosti a stabilitu vrstev na ohebných podložkách. Zavedli jsme originálńı zp̊usob

vytvářeńı mechanického pnut́ı, kdy křemı́kové vrstvy deponujeme na AFM raménka,

která pak ohýbáme pomoćı mikromanipulátoru a vytvář́ıme tak dodatečné (extrin-

sické) pnut́ı. Ukázali jsme, že pozice Ramanovského pásu se měńı lineárně s apliko-

vaným napět́ım pro amorfńı a mikrokrystalický křemı́k. Mohli jsme tak porovnat také

stav vrstvy pod napět́ım a v relaxovaném stavu.



Daľśım ćılem této práce byla mikroskopická studie transportu náboje v hydrogen-

ovaném mikrokrystalickém křemı́ku s nanometrovým rozlǐseńım. Posledńı část práce

popisuje výsledky studia vrstev pomoćı vodivostńı mikroskopie atomárńıch sil (C-

AFM). Tenké vrstvy mikrokrystalického křemı́ku byly studovány jak v koplanárńı,

tak v sandwich konfiguraci. Výsledky C-AFM naměřené v ultra vysokém vakuu a

na vzduchu jsou diskutovány a porovnány, včetně lokálńıch I-V charakteristik. Bylo

demonstrováno, že na vzduchu (kdy je vrstva křemı́ku pokryta vrstvou nativńıho

oxidu a tenkou vrstvou zkondensované vody) může samotné C-AFM měřeńı měnit

lokálńı vlastnosti měřeného vzorku d́ıky lokálńı anodické oxidaci a záchytu náboje

na rozhrańı mezi křemı́kem a jeho oxidem. Ukázali jsme, jak oba tyto procesy mo-

hou vest k artefakt̊um, které zásadně měńı charakter vodivostńıch map, např́ıklad ke

vzniku prstenc̊u zvýšené vodivosti na hranićıch zrn. Odhalili jsme oxidaci sousedńıch

řádk̊u jako zdroj artefakt̊u, který se objevuje i po prvńım měřeńı na dosud nedotčeném

povrchu. Ukázali jsme také, jak tomuto artefaktu zamezit. Pro podporu našich závěr̊u

byl odleptán nativńı oxid pomoćı kyseliny fluorovod́ıkové. Demonstrovali jsme tak, že

po oleptańı jsou mapy lokálńıch proud̊u měřené na vzduchu porovnatelné s měřeńım

v ultra vysokém vakuu.
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List of abbreviations and symbols:

Deposition

CVD chemical vapor deposition
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rd deposition rate [nm/s]
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Properties

α optical absorption coefficient of a material

d thickness of the deposited film [nm]

DB dangling bond

LGB large grain boundary

σD electrical conductivity

σr total residual stress in the deposited film [GPa]

XC crystalline volume ratio [%]

Materials

a-Si:H hydrogenated amorphous silicon

µc-Si:H hydrogenated microcrystalline silicon

Measurement

AFM atomic force microscope

C-AFM conductive actomic force microscope

dRCD Raman collection depth [nm]

E Young modulus

FT-IR Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy

LAO local anodic oxidation

NA numerical aperture

SEM scanning electron microscope

SERS surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy

TEM transmission electron microscope

TERS tip enhanced Raman spectroscopy

XRD X-ray diffraction
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Thin film silicon solar cells

Silicon is the second most common element in the Earth’s crust and probably the

most studied and used material in the end of the 20th and 21st centuries. It has found

large-scale use in all kinds of electronic devices and because of the electronic industry

its research is very important.

Thin films of amorphous silicon are used in thin film transistor liquid crystal

displays (TFT-LCD) and as light absorber in solar cells. The attractiveness of silicon

thin film solar cell is explained by several reasons:

• low material consumption

• low temperature deposition (energy saving)

• high productivity rate

• possibility of deposition onto large area and cheap flexible substrates

Of course, thin film solar cells technology also has its disadvantages. The main

issues are low efficiency and Staebler-Wronski effect which reduces initial efficiency

of amorphous thin film solar cells. On the contrary, p-i-n (i-intrinsic absorber layer)

solar cells with i-layer of microcrystalline silicon thin films don’t degrade. Further-

more, it was shown [1], that solar cells with i-layer of mixed phase silicon films have

higher efficiency. Further advance of the technology was tandem solar cells (multi-

junction devices) which consist of multiple thin films (individual cells with different

bandgaps) to capture a larger portion of the solar spectrum. It has to be noted, that

microcrystalline silicon has very comprehensive internal structure and till now it is

not completely understood.
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The solar panels market has a potential to be one of the most rapidly grow-

ing fields in the near future, mostly for its universal applicability. Techcet Group

(http://www.techcet.com/), which specializes in market analysis and technical trend

analysis for the semiconductor and related electronics industries, predicts substantial

growth of thin film solar cell production in the next years (see Fig. 1.1).

Figure 1.1: Predicted solar cell market growth by Techcet Group, LLC. The growth
rate of the thin film solar cell production is expected to be 25 % in the next three years
[http://www.techcet.com/]

The main obstacle of the solar panels market growth is still a very high initial

price of commercially available solar panels. Therefore the main accent of research

should be on reducing the cost of solar cell production. The possibility of using cheap

substrates (for example, flexible polyethylene terephtalate - PET) is one of the ways

how to significantly reduce the price. However, this opens new questions about the

role of adhesion, mechanical properties and consequences for performance of devices.

Another problem is the proper encapsulation of the solar cell to prevent its damage

by the atmospheric humidity.

The main aim of this thesis is to investigate mechanical (elastic) properties of the

microcrystalline silicon thin films and the charge transport mechanism at nanoscale.

One approach is to use micro Raman scattering to find critical values of applied stress

for different materials. Another method is to use atomic force microscopy (AFM)

and to combine it with the local current detection in parallel to standard surface

morphologies.
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1.2 Outline of the thesis

The main emphasis in the thesis is focused on two aspects of studying the intrinsic

layer (i–layer) used in the thin film silicon solar cells: stress (intrinsic or induced) and

charge transport. Quality of i–layer has a major impact on the performance of the

thin film solar cells. As explained in the previous paragraph, we were motivated by

the usage of thin silicon film in solar cells on cheap (and even flexible) substrates. So,

we mainly focused on the characterization of films prepared at rather low substrate

temperatures (at 250 oC and 100 oC) by the conventional Plasma Enhanced Chemical

Vapor Deposition (PECVD). Most emphasis will be put on the characterization of

samples prepared under different deposition conditions with the aim to understand

the relation between the complicated microstructure and electrical properties of these

intrinsic layers.

The short introduction to the silicon thin films in the context of solar cells and

renewable energy sources above is followed by the chapter two starting with the

overview of the main structural properties of the amorphous and microcrystalline

hydrogenated silicon (Section 2.1). The section 2.2 briefly describes the most common

methods for the film deposition - vapor deposition methods and the emphasis is

put on the glow discharge technique - Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor deposition

(PECVD).

A second group of the presented techniques (Sections 3.1 and 3.2) concerns local

probing, where the Raman scattering microscopy is introduced and a special atten-

tion is paid to the atomic force microscopy (AFM) and mainly its modification –

conductive AFM (C-AFM). In this chapter we also consider possible artifacts of mea-

surements and influence of the measurement itself on local properties of the sample

and the resulting AFM image.

In the chapter four all experimental details are described and summarized. Main

parameters of the PECVD depositions, used substrates and holders are given. Ex-

perimental setups, technical specifications of the instruments and devices, modes of

measurements and settings of all our experiments including the software used are

considered in detail. We present our original experimental setup for inducing stress

in the thin films of µc-Si:H which enabled us to measure the Raman spectra of the

stressed samples.

Next, chapter five and chapter six contain author’s original results. Most of them

were published in impacted international scientific journals (see the List of Publica-
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tions at the very end of the thesis). Results were selected and arranged with the aim

to present the mechanical and electrical properties of mixed–phase Si films.

We discuss how to evaluate a sample crystallinity by Raman microspectroscopy

and AFM. We present Raman maps of µc-Si:H with high resolution which allowed

us to detect microcrystalline grains as small as 160 nm (below the optical resolution

limit). The accent of the chapter five was made on the stress investigation in silicon

thin films. The dependences of the Raman peak position on the applied compressive

stress are shown for microcrystalline as well as for amorphous silicon.

We also focus on local electronic properties of µc-Si:H thin films. We compare

C-AFM results measured in ultra high vacuum (UHV) and in ambient air as well.

In case of UHV C-AFM measurements, samples were deposited in-situ, i.e., in the

chamber which is directly connected to the Omicron AFM/STM microscope enabling

the measurements of thin films which were never exposed to air.

The summary of precautions needed to avoid artifacts during Raman and C-AFM

study of thin Si films was made.

In order to understand and control the properties of the thin film solar cells (in-

cluding cells deposited onto flexible substrates), we attempted to study the properties

of several series of amorphous and microcrystalline Si thin films prepared by conven-

tional PECVD. We focused on the evolution of structure, influence of the microcrys-

talline grains on the transport properties and the changes of properties with induced

stress. The samples were prepared in the Institute of Physics, Academy of Sciences

of the Czech Republic. A complex characterization of these series was performed in

our group using various methods, including the methods introduced in the chapter 3

and the results make up the chapters 5 and 6.

The author’s contribution was in the designing of experiments, characterization

of µc-Si:H samples by AFM in different modes, partially by Raman spectroscopy,

stress creation and creating the final interpretation of results obtained by all available

techniques.

In the last chapter (Conclusions) the most important findings and interesting

results of the thesis are summarized and author’s personal opinion about an outlook

in this field is presented.

Finally, as the last part of the introduction, we will summarize the objectives of

the thesis:

• To understand the growth of the silicon thin films with microcrystalline struc-

ture.
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• To understand the charge transport in intrinsic silicon films and its relation to

the microstructure.

• To explore the behavior of thin intrinsic films at different stress conditions

• To summarize practical aspects of the Raman spectroscopy and C-AFM mea-

surements to explain how to avoid artifacts in the resulting images
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Chapter 2

MICROCRYSTALLINE

HYDROGENATED SILICON

2.1 Structure of amorphous and microcrystalline

hydrogenated silicon thin films

Both amorphous and microcrystalline silicon are wide classes of materials with

properties strongly dependent on the growth conditions. Thin films of these mate-

rials can be deposited using the same deposition method. The layers are deposited

at relatively low temperatures (below 400 ◦C) by plasma enhanced chemical vapor

deposition (PECVD) or similar techniques (see below), either from pure silane (SiH4)

or, more commonly, from a mixture of silane and hydrogen. Advantages of the low

temperature process are: firstly, a large variety of possible substrates and secondly,

the hydrogen is incorporated into the layers, thereby passivating the electronic defects

and grain boundaries.

Amorphous silicon absorbs solar radiation much more efficiently than the single-

crystal silicon does and a film only about 1 micrometer thick can absorb more than

90 % of the Sun light (photons with energies > 1.5 eV ) shining on it [2]. This is

one of the main reasons why the use of thin film silicon could reduce the cost of

photovoltaics.

However, the best way of using microcrystalline silicon for photovoltaics appears

at present to be in the micromorph tandem [3, 4], i.e. in the combination of a micro-

crystalline silicon bottom cell with an amorphous silicon top cell due to the optimal

band gap combination.
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Microcrystalline silicon is still subject of an intense research. Many aspects of the

material properties are still being investigated. There is no widely accepted model

which completely describes the structure and properties of the µc-Si:H.

2.1.1 Amorphous hydrogenated silicon

Figure 2.1: Random structure of the amorphous silicon

Hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) is a solid state material composed of

silicon atoms which are arranged in a lattice lacking far order. Locally, the electronic

bonds between neighboring Si atoms in the amorphous network are almost identical

to their crystalline counterparts. Such material still shows an electronic density of

states which may be compared to the one of crystalline semiconductors (Fig. 2.2).

Amorphous silicon, however, has no long range periodicity (Fig. 2.1). As a result, Dan-

gling Bonds (DBs) appear where atoms have no neighbor to which they can bond.

These defects provide places for the recombination of the photogenerated electrons

and holes, rather than contributing to the electrical circuit. Secondly, they may in-

directly influence electronic transport via the electric charge associated with them.

But hydrogenation (deposition with the presence of hydrogen - 1 part of SiH4 to 20

∼ 50 parts of H2) of the amorphous silicon leads that the hydrogen atoms combine

chemically with many of the dangling bonds, which improves charge transport in the

material.

Unfortunately not all dangling bonds can be passivated. The remaining ones can be

charged either positively (by absence of an electron), they can be neutral (the energy

level of such a state as shown in the band diagram corresponds to the electronic
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Figure 2.2: The schematic diagram of the density of states distribution in a-Si:H
showing the conduction band edge (EC), the valence band edge (EV ), the extended
states, tail states, and defect states

transition D+/D0) or they can be doubly occupied (the energy level of such a state

corresponds to the transition D0/D−).

Electronic transport in a-Si:H occurs mainly because of extended state conduction

and hopping conduction at Fermi energy. Another process is the thermal excitation

of the electrons to the conduction band (the activation energy for the amorphous

hydrogenated silicon is 0.7 - 0.8 eV , for heavily doped n-type layer the value can be

as low as 0.1 eV ). For more details see [5].

Instability is the most important disadvantage of the amorphous silicon. These

cells experience the Staebler-Wronski effect [6] where their electrical output decreases

during exposure to sunlight. Eventually, however, the electrical output stabilizes. This

effect can result in up to a 20 % loss in power output before the material stabilizes.

Up to now it is not fully understood why this effect occurs. The degradation can be

minimized by design of solar cells, but it cannot be completely eliminated because it

is an inherent property of hydrogenated amorphous Si.

2.1.2 Microcrystalline hydrogenated silicon

On the contrary, the microcrystalline hydrogenated silicon (µc-Si:H) doesn’t expe-

rience Staebler-Wronski effect and the electrical output of these cells doesn’t decrease

with time.
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Figure 2.3: a) High resolution scanning electron microscopy image of two microcrys-
talline conglomerates embedded in amorphous tissue. b) Sketch of the microcrystalline
thin film structure showing small nanocrystals and large grains participating in the
formation of the structure

µc-Si:H consists of the crystalline phase, made of silicon nanocrystals packed,

with some amorphous silicon, into conglomerates (grains). Figure 2.3a shows a plane

view of a µc-Si:H grains consisting of silicon nanocrystals with a diameter between

10 and 20 nm, embedded into amorphous silicon. The conglomerates are separated

by a varying amount of amorphous silicon, grain boundaries and/or cracks [7]. The

cross-sectional sketch of µc-Si:H is shown in Fig. 2.3b, which was constructed by

taking into account experimental data from various techniques (such as atomic force

microscopy, X-ray diffraction, electron microscopy etc.). This sketch demonstrates

the complexity of the internal structure of microcrystalline thin films: in addition to

the small nanocrystals, columnar conglomerates and amorphous tissue, there is also

the amorphous incubation layer near the substrate, interface between big grains and

amorphous tissue (grain edges), and interface between two columnar conglomerates

– large grain boundary (LGB). All these factors and the tendency to the oxidation

in ambient atmosphere make study of the local electronic properties of µc-Si:H very

problematic. Let’s consider the growth of such films and describe physical processes

and parameters that influence their internal structure.

2.2 Film deposition methods

Physical vapor deposition (PVD) and chemical vapor deposition (CVD) are the

most common methods for transferring material atom by atom from one or more

sources to the growing surface of a film. Vapor deposition refers to processes in which
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materials in a vapor state are transferred to the growing film through condensation,

chemical reaction, or conversion to form a solid material. The deposition is normally

carried out in a vacuum chamber to control the vapor composition. Many variations

of these basic methods have been developed for different strategies addressing the

requirements of film purity, structural quality, temperature and other factors [8].

2.2.1 Physical vapor deposition (PVD)

If the vapor is created (by physical means) without a chemical reaction, the process

is classified as PVD. It is a technique whereby physical processes, such as evaporation,

sublimation or ion impingement on a target, facilitate the transfer of atoms from a

solid or molten source onto a substrate. Evaporation and sputtering are the two most

widely used PVD methods [9].

Evaporation In an evaporation process, thermal energy is supplied to a source from

which atoms are evaporated for deposition onto a substrate. The simplest method of

heating is resistive heating of a wire or stripe of refractory metal to which the evap-

orated material is attached. The evaporated atoms fly through reduced background

pressure in the evaporation chamber and condense on the growth surface. Molecular

beam epitaxy (MBE) is an example of an evaporative method. This growth technique

can provide film materials of extraordinarily good quality which are ideal for research

purposes. However, the growth is very slow compared to other methods.

Sputtering In sputter deposition, ions of a sputtering gas (typically Ar) are accel-

erated toward the target by electric field [10]. As the ions collide with the cathode, the

initial concentration of charge carriers in the system is significantly increased. As the

gaseous ions strike the target (the source material from which the film is made) dis-

lodged surface atoms form the vapor in the chamber. These atoms reach the substrate

or vacuum chamber wall and condense, thus providing film growth.

Different sputtering methods are widely used: dc sputtering, radio frequency (rf)

sputtering, magnetron sputtering, and bias sputtering (small negative bias to sub-

strate reduces contamination of a substrate). The film grain structure made by sputter

deposition has many crystallographic orientations without preferred texture. How-

ever, evaporative deposition leads to highly textured films with greater grain sizes

than that of the sputtered films. Sputter deposition offers better control in maintain-
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ing stoichiometry and film thickness uniformity, and has the flexibility to deposit any

crystalline and amorphous materials.

2.2.2 Plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD)

PECVD is the mostly used method for the deposition of microcrystalline and

amorphous silicon thin films. The method is basically a special form of CVD. The

necessary energy for the chemical reaction is introduced by plasma while the temper-

ature of the substrate is kept low. This makes it possible to use substrates which are

sensitive to high temperatures (such as polyethylene terephtalate (PET) or common

glass).

In the PECVD chamber hydrogen (H2) and silane gas (SiH4) are excited by a

radio-frequency (13.56 MHz) plasma, which causes molecules to dissociate. As a result,

there are free radicals H and SiHx (x < 4) which initiate chemical reaction, resulting

in layer formation.

Despite the relative simplicity of the PECVD deposition process, there are many

variables which must be controlled to obtain a material with desired properties:

Silane dilution The composition of the source gases (dilution) is one of the key

parameters of PECVD. Dilution of silane with other gases modifies drastically most

aspects of plasma-field and plasma-surface interactions due to different ionization

potential, collision cross-sections, ion energy and ion current of the dilution gas com-

pared to silane [11]. Usually, the dilution ratio parameter rH is defined as the ratio

of hydrogen [H2] and silane [SiH4] flows [12]:

rH =
[H2]

[SiH4]
(2.1)

This dimensionless parameter is related to the structure and electronic properties

of the film [13]. To make a rough description of the influence of this parameter, let’s

assume the typical deposition with next parameters: substrate temperature of 250

oC, pressure in the chamber 70 Pa and 13.56 MHz rf-frequency. In case of high

silane concentration (rH < 10) the layer tends to be fully amorphous. At the same

time such dilution increases the band gap of the a-Si:H. In case of high hydrogen

concentration (rH > 40) the layer tends to be fully microcrystalline [14]. Somewhere

between these extreme values there is an interval of values of dilution that leads to

the mixed structure of the layer. Solar cells with the highest efficiencies are usually

deposited near the transition between amorphous and microcrystalline structures.

This effect was also observed in other laboratories, see for example [15, 16].
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Temperature The next very important parameter is the substrate temperature TS.

Low deposition temperature significantly decreases the cost of the thin films, moreover

it allows the use of the cheaper plastic substrates, for example PET. The substrate

temperature strongly influences the mobility of precursors on the surface, promoting

their diffusion, desorption and chemical reactions, thus affecting the structure and

properties of the deposited film. In case of the deposition of the µc-Si:H thin film

precursors are moving over the growing film surface and ”seeking” the most favorable

equilibrium positions to settle. The probability of such process grows with the TS.

At sufficiently high TS the result is crystalline structure. On the contrary, the low

TS prevents such ”seeking” and precursors form the amorphous structure. The same

considerations lead to the conclusion that with low TS the number of DB increases,

which is confirmed by experiments [17].

To deposit amorphous layer with minimal defect density the optimal substrate

temperature was found to be around 250 oC [18]. Similar temperature was also

adopted for the µc-Si:H [19].

But the TS = 250 oC is still too high for the deposition on PET. This motivates

many laboratories to look for new ways how to reduce the TS with retention of the

efficiency. Recently, an unexpected physical phenomena has been observed: at TS =

140 oC suppressed oxygen donor formation has been reported by Nasuno et al. [17, 20].

In these works the world record efficiency of 9.4 % of the single junction µc-Si:H solar

cell has been achieved. Another excellent result belongs to the group of Schubert who

prepared the solar cell on plastic substrate at TS = 100 oC with the efficiency of

6.3 % [21]. Later it was also reported that solar cells with high efficiencies can be

prepared even at lower TS, when the deposition conditions are close to the mixed

phase between a-Si:H and µc-Si:H [22, 23].

Time of the deposition This parameter has an influence mainly on the thickness

of the growing film. However, during the deposition the plasma parameters and the

film growth can evolve [24].

The measurement of the film thickness d allows one to evaluate the deposition

rate rd:

rd =
d

t
(2.2)

where t is the duration of the deposition. The typical values of the rd during a

PECVD deposition of the µc-Si:H are around 0.3 nm/s. That means, in case of the

layer deposition with thickness 2 µm the deposition time t = 100 min is necessary.
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Increasing of the rd with retention of the efficiency is another challenge for researchers.

Some interesting results, which allow increase of the deposition rate more than ten

times can be seen in the refs. [25, 26].

Pressure It is the pressure that has decisive influence on the deposition rate. The

typical pressure in the chamber during the deposition of a-Si:H and µc-Si:H thin films

is in the range 10 - 100 Pa [27]. Higher pressure increases the total number of the

collisions of ions and neutral atoms which leads to the decrease of their energy [23],

and also leads to the powder formation (formation of the particles in the discharge)

[28]. This effect can be compensated by varying of other deposition parameters, for

example, by increasing the discharge power. It was reported, that after the optimiza-

tion of the deposition parameters the efficiencies of 8.2 % at rd = 2.1 nm/s and 7.9 %

at rd = 3.0 nm/s were achieved [29].

Plasma Properties of the plasma also have impact on the growth process of the

films. To proceed with the previous paragraph, let’s consider the power of the dis-

charge. Increasing of this parameter stimulates the dissociation of the silane molecules

(until the molecules are completely dissociated). On the other hand, high power leads

to higher sheath voltages, and thus higher ion energy. High-energy ions cause de-

fect formation and deterioration in crystallinity [30], decreasing the quality of the

solar cell. One of the effective methods to reduce ion energies while maintaining high

deposition rates are: firstly, very high frequency (VHF) excitation of the discharge

(in this case lower peak-to-peak voltages for a given discharge power result in lower

maximum-ion energies), and secondly, high working pressure (as considered above).

Another way to reduce ion energies is the use of a third electrode (”mesh”-

electrode) in a triode arrangement [31, 32]. With an independent bias on this electrode

with respect to the grounded substrate, ion energies can be controllably reduced.

2.3 Film growth process and the intrinsic stress

evaluation

The growth process begins with a clean surface of the substrate material, which

is at temperature TS, exposed to a vapor of a chemically compatible film material,

which is at the temperature TV . To form a crystal film, atoms in the vapor must arrive

at the substrate surface, adhere to it, and settle into possible equilibrium positions
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before structural defects are left behind the growth front. To form an amorphous film,

on the contrary, atoms must be prevented from seeking stable equilibrium positions

when they arrive to the growth surface.

Figure 2.4: Schematic illustration of the film formation on substrates [9]

Atoms that appear very close to the substrate surface form chemical bonds with

atoms in the substrate. For this purpose the temperature of the substrate must be low

enough so that the vapor phase is supersaturated close to the substrate. Some of the

attached atoms, which are called adatoms, may return to the vapor if their energies

due to thermal fluctuations are sufficient to overcome the energy of attachment, as

suggested in the schematic diagram in Figure 2.4 [9]. Once adatoms become attached

to the substrate, they form a distribution on the substrate surface having the character

of a two-dimensional vapor. The deposited material is believed to thermalize quickly

to the temperature TS.

Each adatom presumably resides within an equilibrium energy well on the surface

most of the time, and this well is separated from adjacent energy wells by a barrier

of height Ed > 0 with respect to the equilibrium position. The atoms oscillate at

their positions due to thermal fluctuations and, if they acquire sufficient energy, they

can hop into adjacent equilibrium wells. This provides the surface diffusion. For more

details of variations of films growth see [9].

2.3.1 Nucleation

The growth surface always has some distribution of surface defects (crystallo-

graphic steps, grain boundaries and dislocations) which provide sites of preferable

attachment for adatoms. If the diffusion distance is large enough (comparable with

the defect spacing), then adatoms tend to find these defects and become attached
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to them. This is the case of heterogeneous nucleation and growth of films. On the

other hand, if the spacing of defects is large compared to the diffusion distance, then

adatoms bind together and form clusters. The case of formation of such stable clusters

is called homogeneous nucleation of film growth. Another feature which is connected

to the nucleation is preferred crystallographic orientation. Initial crystallographic ori-

entations of the nascent film which minimize surface and interface energies are favored

over others, and the nucleation rates for clusters with lower energy orientations are

greater than those for others.

It can be seen from the figure 2.3, that the crystallinity of µc-Si:H layers depends

on the depth as the layers consist of the conical conglomerates, which nucleate either

on the substrate or, for layers deposited close to the transition, after an initial thin

amorphous incubation layer was grown.

It has been shown that the nuclei density of µc-Si:H deposited close to the tran-

sition on various flat and rough substrates depends mainly on the chemical nature of

the substrate [7]. The local epitaxy is involved in the growth of i-layers onto doped

microcrystalline layers (a situation encountered in p-i-n type and n-i-p type devices

where the doped layer plays the role of a nucleation layer). Therefore, the first highly

microcrystalline doped layer is beneficial in obtaining a high density of nuclei for the

subsequent i-layer growth.

One of the most remarkable aspects of µc-Si:H thin film growth is that crystallites

grow at temperatures much lower than the silicon melting temperature. The forma-

tion of the nanocrystals at such low temperatures is occurring far from equilibrium

and consequently involves dynamical aspects. Models allowing one to simulate the

growth of crystalline domains are generally based on the point of view of statistical

mechanics, but until now no statistical growth model could reproduce the conical

shape of the crystalline grains or the observations that growth occurs perpendicular

to the local substrate plane. A certain progress in growth numerical simulations is a

simple discrete dynamical crystalline growth model inspired by a Potts model which

was introduced by group of Arvind Shah (for more details see [33]).

2.3.2 Origins of film stress

Following the initial nucleation of µc-Si:H grains, other stages typically include:

grains growth, grain-to-grain contact and coalescence into larger grains, establishment

of large area contiguity. In case of fully microcrystalline structure the film consists of

many of these grains which are separated from each other by large grain boundaries.
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The role of stress in these stages of microstructure evolution is not yet fully under-

stood. However, the application of real-time stress measurement techniques has made

it possible to identify some general trends in behavior [34, 35, 36].

In general, residual stress is the internal stress present in material when it is free

of applied traction. The presence of residual stress results in that the material is

trying to change its in-plane dimensions and/or to become curved. If the internal

distribution of mismatch strain is incompatible with a stress-free state, then some

residual stress distribution will remain.

Classification of film stresses and stress evolution Film stresses are usually

divided into two broad categories. The first category comprises growth stresses, which

are present in films following growth on substrates. Growth stresses are strongly

dependent on properties of the involved materials, as well as on the growth conditions.

Non-destructive observational methods for in-situ stress measurement and growth

surface monitoring have made it possible to study the evolution of growth surface

features and the evolution of average stress during film formation. These methods have

led to a subdivision of the category of growth stresses into those stresses which arise

during various phases of the growth process. Usually, growth stresses are reproducible

for a given process and the values reached at the end of growth persist at room

temperature for a long time following the growth. Growth stresses are also commonly

called intrinsic stresses.

A second category of film stress represents stress conditions arising from changes

in the physical environment of the film material. Such externally induced stresses are

commonly called extrinsic stresses. In many cases, these stresses arise only when the

film is bonded to a substrate. However, the distinction between growth stresses and

induced stresses becomes hazy at times.

The development of growth or intrinsic stresses for a particular material depends

on many factors. Perhaps the most important among these are the bonding to the

substrate (epitaxial or not, for example), the mobility of adatoms on the film material

itself, and the mobility of grain boundaries formed during growth. Except for the

case of ideal epitaxy, the final structure is always metastable. Because of the huge

number of degrees of freedom involved in establishing this metastable structure, the

final structure can significantly differ from a completely stable equilibrium structure.

Many mechanisms of stress generation during film growth take place. Most important

of them in case of the thin films of µc-Si:H are: surface and interface stress, grain

growth, grain boundary relaxation, and shrinkage of grain boundary voids.
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Extrinsic stresses can arise from different physical effects, such as: temperature

change with a difference in coefficients of thermal expansion between bonded elements,

chemical reactions, stress induced phase transformations, and plastic deformation. For

more details see [9].

It has to be noted that the understanding of growth stresses and their origins

is far from complete. All of the effects described above surely have impact on the

growth stresses, but robust models for comparative estimates of stress magnitudes

have remained elusive.

2.3.3 Stress induced nucleation

The origin of the compressive stress in a-Si:H has been attributed to 1) Si or H

atoms introduced by ion bombardment [37], 2) H-H repulsive force [38], and 3) H2

molecules trapped inside a-Si:H [39]. On the contrary, the compressive stress decreases

by the formation of microvoids [40] and SiH2 bonds [41] in the a-Si:H network.

Figure 2.5: Schematic illustration of the SiHn complex formation reactions in a two-
monolayer thick region of a a-Si:H sub surface [42]

The mechanism of the stress induced nucleation of µc-Si:H from amorphous phase

was proposed by Fujiwara et al [43, 44]. They propose the stress generation by SiH

bond formation (see Fig. 2.5). In the first step of the model, H is inserted into a

strained Si-Si bond, generating the compressive stress in the a-Si:H bulk layer. The

stress generation by H and the following strained Si-Si bond formation occur suc-

cessively and increase the compressive stress and the number of strained Si-Si bonds

with increasing total film thickness. In the sub-surface region, the increase in the

strained Si-Si bond density in turn leads to the creation of more SiHn complexes by

H insertion. When the SiHn complex concentration becomes high, µc-Si:H nucleation
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finally occurs. The nucleation process of µc-Si:H, however, shows a large substrate

dependence.

Figure 2.6: Flowchart of stress-induced µc-Si:H nucleation from the a-Si:H phase
[43]

Summarized process of the µc-Si:H nucleation is shown in the Fig. 2.6. In [43]

µc-Si:H nucleation was observed at ∼ 750 MPa.
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Chapter 3

RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY AND

LOCAL PROBE TECHNIQUES

3.1 Raman micro-spectroscopy

Molecules consist of atoms which have a certain mass and which are connected

by elastic bonds. They perform periodic motions around the equilibrium positions,

i.e. they have vibrational degrees of freedom. All motions of the atoms in a molecule

relative to each other are a superposition of so-called normal vibrations, in which all

atoms are vibrating with the same phase and normal frequency. Polyatomic molecules

with n atoms have 3n - 6 degrees of freedom (normal vibrations) and linear ones have

3n - 5 degrees of freedom, which define their vibrational spectra. These spectra de-

pend on the masses of the atoms, their geometrical arrangement, and the strength

of their chemical bonds. In a first approximation the normal vibrations do not inter-

act. However, the elasticity of bonds does not strictly follow Hooke’s law. Therefore

overtones and combinations of normal vibrations appear. Raman spectroscopy is the

most important tool for observing vibrational spectra, which provide us with plenty

of information:

• The Raman spectra of two molecules are different, if these molecules have differ-

ent constitutions, isotopic distributions, configurations or if their environments

are different for whatever reason. So substances can be identified by their Raman

spectra, interpreted like ’fingerprints’

• The spectra consist of certain bands, i.e., characteristic vibrations, which are

typical of particular groups of atoms and which are defined by definite ranges of

frequencies and intensities in the Raman spectra. The intensities of the bands
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in the spectrum of a mixture are usually proportional to the concentrations of

the individual components. It is thus possible to determine the relative concen-

tration of one substance.

3.1.1 Raman scattering

Figure 3.1: Energy level diagram showing the states involved in Raman scattering

The Raman effect occurs when a quantum of light hits a molecule and inter-

acts with the electron cloud and the bonds of that molecule. The photon excites the

molecule into a virtual state (see Fig. 3.1). In contrast to the Rayleigh scattering (i.e.

elastic scattering), the spontaneous Raman effect is inelastic process during which a

photon energy is exchanged with a molecule. The probability of the inelastic scatter-

ing is very low (typically about one photon of 107 is inelasticly scattered). The Raman

process, which transfers vibrational energy to the molecule and releases a light quan-

tum of lower energy (Stokes lines in the spectrum), has a higher probability than

the reverse process (anti-Stokes lines). Therefore Stokes lines are usually recorded as

Raman spectrum.

3.1.2 Measurement of Raman spectrum

A Raman spectrum is excited by irradiating a sample with monochromatic radi-

ation (usually by gas laser or solid-state laser) in ultraviolet, visible or near-infrared
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range. Elastically scattered photons produce the strong Rayleigh line at the frequency

of the exciting radiation. Inelastic scattering corresponds to weak lines at frequencies

shifted from the frequency of the exciting radiation by certain, well defined frequency,

the Raman spectrum. If a coherent radiation with a very high intensity is applied

continuously or as pulse, non-linear effects can be observed which produce coherent

Raman radiation. This technique is quite different from that of the ’classical’ Raman

effect, for more information see [45]. It has to be noted that Raman scattering is a

coherent process, whereas fluorescence is not.

The classical Raman effect produces very weak signals. There are several tech-

niques which can substantially enhance this effect. For example, the resonance Raman

spectroscopy (RRS) is making use of the excitation of molecules in a spectral range

of electronic absorption; the surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) employs

the influence of small metal particles on the elementary process of Raman scatter-

ing. SERS and related technique - tip enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS) will be

discussed later in this chapter.

There are two main setups for the measurement of classical Raman spectrum:

• Macro-Raman: exciting laser beam is not focused on the sample surface, scat-

tered light is detected in backscattering or in 90o geometry. This setup is very

effective in case of experiments which take place in solutions and for experi-

ments when it is necessary to excite molecules in big volume, but with lower

intensity.

• Micro-Raman: exciting laser beam is focused on the sample surface by the

objective of optical microscope. The same objective (backscattering geometry)

can be used for collecting of scattered light. This setup is used, for example,

for strongly absorbing samples, small samples or thin films. But the biggest

advantage of this method is the possibility to measure spectrum from very

small area (less than 1 µm laterally), and/or mapping of a sample with such

lateral resolution.

Advantages of the Raman probing There are many advantages of the Raman

spectroscopy of µc-Si:H. The method is:

• very quick

• non-contact, damageless (at appropriate excitation power)
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• lateral resolution - less than 1 µm, vertical resolution - tens of nm from the

surface

• possibility of advanced combined techniques, such as tip-enhanced Raman, po-

larized Raman, etc.

Spatial resolution of the Raman mapping Raman micro-spectroscopy is an

optical method, therefore its resolution is restricted by the Abbe fundamental limit

of optical resolution - Rayleigh criterion R, given as:

R = 1.22
λ

2NA

(3.1)

where λ is the wavelength of the light and NA is numerical aperture of the used

objective.

In general, the resolution of the micro-Raman mapping can be optimized. First of

all, one has to choose shorter excitation wavelengths and lenses with higher numer-

ical aperture to increase the resolution ability of the microscope as follows from the

Rayleigh formula 3.1.

Second optimization of the optical microscope is using of a very small (tens of µm)

pinhole - confocal microscopy. The pinhole is placed at intermediate image plane of the

microscope. The light passes through the pinhole and is focused by the objective onto

the sample surface. The main idea of the method is to illuminate a very small area

(dot) only (at this step the illumination of other points is excluded), then the reflected

or scattered light (from the illuminated dot only) passes through the objective and the

image of the dot is created at intermediate image plane, but only the main diffraction

maximum passes through tiny pinhole and one pixel of image is created. As only one

point of the sample is illuminated at a time, imaging requires scanning over a regular

raster.

Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy There are a number of advanced types

of Raman spectroscopy, including surface-enhanced Raman, tip-enhanced Raman,

polarized Raman which potentially can be used to study thin films of µc-Si:H.

Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) is a surface sensitive technique, in

which Raman scattering by molecules adsorbed on rough metal surfaces is significantly

enhanced. The enhancement factor can be as much as 1014-1015, which allows the

technique to be sensitive enough to detect even single molecules [46].
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The enhancement of the Raman signal for adsorbates on particular surfaces occurs

because of an enhancement in the electric field provided by the metal surface. When

the incident light strikes the surface, localized surface plasmons are excited. The field

enhancement is greatest when the plasmon frequency, ωp, is in resonance with the

radiation. The incident light can excite a variety of phenomena at the surface. The

complexity of this situation can be minimized by surfaces with features much smaller

than the wavelength of the light, as only the dipolar contribution will be recognized

by the system. The dipolar term contributes to the plasmon oscillations, which leads

to the field enhancement. It has to be noted that the field enhancement occurs twice.

Initially, the field enhancement magnifies the intensity of incident light, therefore

increasing the signal of the Raman scattering. By turn, the Raman signal is then

further magnified by the surface, resulting in a greater increase in the total output

signal of the experiment [47].

Tip enhanced Raman spectroscopy The phenomenon of SERS can be used to

improve the lateral resolution of Raman mapping. The idea is to illuminate the very

end of a sharp tip by focused laser beam. The tip can be considered as small particle

to enhance the incident light and Raman signal as well. In this case, the signal is

enhanced in a very small volume only, while the signal coming from outside of the

enhanced region is much smaller.

3.1.3 Artifacts of Raman spectroscopy

As it will be shown in section 5.2, stress in µc-Si:H film as well as phonon con-

finement effect in the small nanometer-scale crystallites affect the position of Raman

peak. This phenomenon is used, for example, for local stress investigation in such

films with Raman micro-spectroscopy.

However, one has to keep in mind that these are not the only factors that can

affect the position of Raman peak. Some care has to be taken when performing the

experiments and while interpreting them. First source of errors is the heating of

measured sample by the excitation laser. When too high laser power is used, this may

change energy bands and phonons distribution, which leads to a shift of the Raman

peak. Especially one must be careful with thin films, because the induced heating

at the same output laser power is different than in bulk silicon. Even a difference

of only 1 oC will result in a shift of the Raman peak of about 0.025 cm−1 [48]. If

small stresses are measured, a difference in heating on different surfaces may falsify
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the stress results. To find out whether one is dealing with heating or stress, it is

necessary to perform an experiment where the position of Raman peak is measured

as a function of the laser power.

Other factors that can affect position of the Raman peak are

• laser instability

• spectrometer instability

• changes of the focusing of the laser on the sample

• temperature variations

Taking into account the fact that in case of crystalline silicon 0.1 cm−1 (resolution

ability of a good Raman spectroscope) means stress of 50 MPa, the calibration of

the instrument is needed. For these purpose peaks from the plasma radiation from

the laser can be used. Monitoring of the position of these lines allows one to correct

all measured data to eliminate shifts of the Raman signal which have nothing to do

with stress.

3.2 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) based tech-

niques

Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM) is a field of microscopy where images of sur-

faces are constructed by using a physical probe that scans the specimen. During the

raster scan of the specimen by the probe, the probe-surface interaction is recorded

as a function of position. More detailed description of the applications of the SPM

in science and technology can be found, for example, in [49]. Most of scanning probe

microscopes can image several interactions simultaneously. The manner of using these

interactions to obtain an image is generally called a mode. The resolution varies some-

what from technique to technique, but some probe techniques reach atomic resolution.

In this work the typical lateral resolution of the rough surface of microcrystalline sil-

icon is about several nanometers.

The atomic force microscope (AFM) is a very high-resolution type of scanning

probe microscopy (more than 1000 times better than the optical diffraction limit).

The AFM is one of the main tools used in this work.

The AFM consists of a cantilever with a sharp tip (probe) at its end that is used

to scan the specimen surface. The cantilever has a tip radius of curvature on the order
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of tens of nanometers. When the tip is brought into proximity of a sample surface,

forces between the tip and the sample lead to a deflection of the cantilever according

to Hooke’s law. The image is constructed by ”feeling” the surface with a mechanical

probe.

Depending on the situation, forces that are measured in AFM include mechanical

contact force, van der Waals forces, capillary forces, chemical bonding, electrostatic

forces, magnetic forces (see magnetic force microscope, MFM), etc [50]. As well as

force, additional quantities may simultaneously be measured through the use of spe-

cialized types of probe, for example a local current.

The primary modes of operation are contact mode, semicontact mode and noncon-

tact mode. Contact mode is also called static mode while semicontact and noncontact

modes are called dynamic modes. In the static mode operation, the static tip deflec-

tion is used as a feedback signal. Because the measurement of a static signal is prone

to noise and drift, low stiffness cantilevers are used. However, close to the surface of

the sample, attractive forces can be quite strong, causing the tip to ’snap-in’ to the

surface. Thus static mode AFM is almost always done in contact where the overall

force is repulsive. In contact mode, the force between the tip and the surface is kept

constant during scanning by maintaining a constant deflection.

In the dynamic mode, the cantilever is externally oscillated at or close to its funda-

mental resonance frequency or its higher harmonic. The oscillation amplitude, phase

and resonance frequency are modified by tip-sample interaction forces; these changes

in oscillation with respect to the external reference oscillation provide information

about the sample’s characteristics. Schemes for dynamic mode operation include fre-

quency modulation (noncontact mode) and the more common amplitude modulation

(semicontact or tapping mode). In frequency modulation, changes in the oscillation

frequency provide information about tip-sample interactions. Frequency can be mea-

sured with very high sensitivity and thus the frequency modulation mode allows for

the use of very stiff cantilevers. Stiff cantilevers provide stability very close to the

surface and, as a result, this technique was the first AFM technique to provide true

atomic resolution in ultra-high vacuum conditions. For more details see [51].

3.2.1 Conductive Atomic Force Microscopy (C-AFM)

In contact mode, the tip is dragged across the sample surface at a fixed normal

force (set point). Feedback system of the microscope keeps the cantilever bent at the

same curvature (at the same set-point) by extending or retracting the piezo scanner.
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To Z-coordinate of the surface topography at each point corresponds the piezo stretch.

If one connects AFM tip and a sample into an electrical circuit, as is shown in the

Fig. 3.2, and applies a voltage, it is possible to measure local current simultaneously

with the topography. This technique is called Conductive Atomic Force Microscopy

(C-AFM). In this case the current is flowing through the metal-coated tip of the

microscope (C-AFM microscopy uses conventional silicon tips coated with a metal or

metallic alloy, such as Pt-Ir) and the conductive sample.

Figure 3.2: Conductive Atomic Force Microscopy (C-AFM) technique

Torsional Resonance Tunneling AFM Another modification of this technique

is Torsional Resonance Tunneling AFM (TR-TUNATM) technique by Veeco. It allows

C-AFM to be used on soft or otherwise delicate samples by using torsional resonance

mode [52] instead of contact mode. In this case, a cantilever is oscillating along the

cantilever’s long axis, creating a rotational oscillation. This oscillation causes a dither-

ing motion of the tip. As the probe encounters lateral forces on the sample surface,

the corresponding changes in the cantilever’s motion are measured. These oscillations

take place very near the surface (about 1 nm away from the sample), but the tip

doesn’t touch it. At the same time the distance between the conductive tip and the

conductive sample is short enough for existence of tunneling current between them
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in case of non-zero bias voltage. The main advantage of this method is the absence

of the physical contact with the sample, which ensures the same properties of the tip

during the scan.

Difference between UHV and ambient AFM In case of the ambient contact

mode C-AFM, the tip is not in direct electrical contact with the sample, because the

surface of the µc-Si:H sample is covered by a highly resistive thin oxide layer. So,

even in contact C-AFM electrons are tunneling from the sample to the tip through

the oxide.

Spectroscopic mode In the spectroscopic mode, the tip is stationary, while the

voltage is being swept. This allows recording conventional current-voltage character-

istics (IV-curves) from tiny areas of the sample, and thereby to extract information

on the local electronic properties, such as local density of states [53]. However, in

ambient atmosphere it is very complicated to measure repeated results from the same

place in a series of measurements, because of the oxidation phenomenon. The practi-

cal aspect of the measuring of current-voltage characteristics will be discussed in the

section 6.3.4

3.2.2 Artifacts of AFM

When recording images with AFM, surprising and strange results are often achieved.

Different artifacts can appear due to physical interactions that are totally different

from those used for image formation in conventional light and electron microscopy,

and so, may not be recognized by users accustomed to conventional microscopy. Para-

graphs below describe some common artifacts that occur in AFM, some of these might

also occur in STM and other types of Scanning Probe Microscopy.

Piezo artifacts First of all, artifacts arise due to the peculiarities of the piezo-

electric scanner. The real position of the piezo scanner is influenced by such effects

as creep or hysteresis. This difference between the desired and real positions can be

avoided by using so-called closed loop mode. In this mode, the real position of the

piezo scanner is continuously measured by position sensors (mostly capacitance sen-

sors) and any deviation from the desired position is corrected. The main disadvantage

of closed loop mode is relatively high noise (generated by capacitance sensors) in the

measured signal which significantly decreases the quality of the AFM image at fields

of scan smaller than 1x1 µm2.
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Tip artifacts The various artifacts that can occur due to the interaction of the tip

with the sample (generally tip-sample convolution). It could be double or triple con-

tours, unexpected height shifts, sudden changes of the resolution in acquired images,

etc. The reasons for such artifacts are:

• dirty or contaminated tip

• blunt tip

• double or multiple tips

Depending on the sample, tip can have different lifetime before it will become contam-

inated, blunt or damaged. It is very important to know what can happen while taking

images with the AFM, how one can recognize the presence of the artifact, its origin

and then try to avoid it or minimize it. In case of repetition of topographic features,

rotation of the sample (not direction of scan) can confirm whether the features are

real or tip artifact takes place. To check the sharpness and general state of the used

tip it is good idea to use a known sample and make a benchmark measurement on it.

Other artifacts There are a lot of physical processes which can lead to different

artifacts. Some of them can be easily defined (for example, sample drift or flying tip

due to improper feedback settings), some can’t. It is especially difficult to deal with

artifacts in advanced measurement techniques, such as Kelvin force microscopy or

C-AFM technique.

When coated cantilever is used, there is always a chance to wear off the metal

coating deposited onto the standard body of Si cantilever. Thus the observed fea-

tures could be erroneously related to sample features [54]. In ambient atmosphere the

sample surface is always covered by a thin oxide film and water layer as well. These

circumstances lead to the fact that AFM measurement itself can change the local

properties of the sample. For example, whenever the voltage is applied between an

AFM tip and silicon thin film, at least two processes can occur. Firstly, the charge

injected by the tip may be trapped in deep states at the sample surface. Secondly,

the electric field drives the migration of oxyanions or substrate cations through the

surface oxide and leads to the Local Anodic Oxidation (LAO) of Si [55]. Possible

artifacts caused by LAO will be considered in detail in section 6.3.2

Finally, various artifacts can be observed on the samples with unknown history

of measurements, because some techniques modify the local properties of the sample

(see, for example, Fig. 3.3 in section 3.3).
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3.3 Memory effects

So called ”memory effects” are often observed in various experiments. Such effects

are the consequence of the fact that a measurement itself can have an influence on a

sample properties, can modify and/or change them. This is of particular importance

for local probe microscopic techniques where specific excitation can be very high. It

is very important to recognize the influence of an instrument on a sample and make

it as low as possible to avoid artifacts.

During our experiments we have had to face another non-obvious artifact. After

measuring of the Raman map (see Fig. 5.5 in section 5.1.4) we imaged the same area

of the same sample by C-AFM (see Fig. 3.3). Area marked by the white rectangle

was previously probed by Raman. Note, that local current flowed through the grains

inside the white rectangle was on average 23 fA, while in case of the grains outside

the mapped region have average local current about 94 fA.

200

fA

0

1µm

Figure 3.3: Map of local current measured by C-AFM on µc-Si:H sample. White
rectangle designates the place where the Raman map excited by 442 nm laser was
measured
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Chapter 4

SAMPLE PREPARATION AND

MEASUREMENT DETAILS

4.1 Sample deposition

4.1.1 Regular substrates

Typical substrates for the studying of µc-Si:H thin films were glass, crystalline si-

licon, p+ and n+ doped crystalline silicon. For measurements of the dark conductivity

σd of µc-Si:H thin films deposited on glass, two coplanar stripes made of metal with

a low work function (e.g. Cr or Ti) are evaporated (see Fig.4.1). We used specialized

type of glass - Corning # 7059 glass capable of TS up to 800 oC. Substrates were

cleaned in an ultrasonic bath for ten minutes and then immediately transferred into

deposition chamber.

Figure 4.1: Typical design of thin film µc-Si:H sample deposited on glass with a pair
of metal bottom electrodes
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4.1.2 Cantilevers as substrates for thin films

For stress investigation we used silicon cantilevers as substrates for µc-Si:H thin

films because of their excellent elastic properties. The cantilever chips consist of two

parts: thick wafer base and the thin cantilever itself. We have chosen AFM-cantilevers

for contact mode (the longest type) metalized by PtIr5 coating from Nanosensors or

BudgetSensors companies (see Fig. 4.2).

Figure 4.2: BudgetSensors Cont-E cantilevers (from www.budgetsensors.com)

BudgetSensors silicon AFM probes are ’carved out’ from single crystal silicon

wafers with orientation <100>. The wafers are patterned in a micromachining process

in order to obtain the desired structures. This is done using the photolithography pro-

cess described in ref. [56]. The silicon is usually highly doped for higher conductivity

in order to improve static charge dissipation. We have used metal coated cantilevers

as a substrate to screen strong Raman signal from the silicon cantilever.

4.1.3 Thin film preparation

Thin films of µc-Si:H were prepared by radio frequency (13.56 MHz) PECVD

technique in a mixture of silane SiH4 and hydrogen at discharge frequency 13.56

MHz, the dilution ratio of the gas flows rH = H2/SiH4 varied from 12 for amorphous

films to 32 for µc-Si:H samples. For mixed phase samples, the conditions were close

to the boundary between the amorphous and microcrystalline growth, resulting in

the growth of films consisting of relatively few large conical microcrystalline grains
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surrounded by the amorphous tissue. The pressure was around 70 Pa and substrate

temperature was 100 0C or 250 0C. Film thickness was determined by using stylus

profiler Tencor AlphaStep 100.

In one deposition run we usually deposited µc-Si:H film on several pieces of dif-

ferent substrates (some of them were bare, some were covered with bottom contacts)

to be able to perform a complex characterization of the film by several diagnostic

techniques introduced in previous sections. Our typical samples are represented in

Fig. 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Typical samples after a deposition. Used substrates: glass, crystalline
silicon, glass with bottom contacts.

For the case of deposition onto cantilevers, holder with cantilevers is shown in

Fig. 4.4a, and Fig. 4.4b shows a cantilever after a deposition, which is bent due to

the intrinsic stress in µc-Si:H thin film.

During the deposition, the cantilever tips faced the discharge and there was a

gap between the cantilever and substrate holder corresponding to the chip thickness

(∼ 300 µm). The films with thicknesses from 0.2 to 0.6 µm were deposited.

Figure 4.4: Deposition onto cantilevers: a) holder with installed AFM cantilevers; b)
a cantilever after deposition is bent due to the intrinsic stress in the deposited µc-Si:H
film
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4.2 Raman spectroscopy setup

Raman spectra were obtained by Renishaw In Via Reflex Raman microspectro-

meter (see Fig. 4.5) with near infrared excitation wavelength 785 nm at which the

penetration depth dp for µc-Si:H is greater than the thickness of the film. The wave-

length of 325 nm (dp < 10 nm) and 442 nm (dp ∼ 50 nm) were also used. Intensity of

excitation light from the laser can be attenuated from 100 % to 10−6 % and it was kept

low to avoid heating of the sample and artifacts of measurements (see section 3.1.3).

Optical microscope Leica with 100x objective lens in combination with pinhole

allows laser spot with minimal dimensions of 1 µm in diameter. Mechanized table

Prior ProScan II controlled by the computer (by Renishaw firmware) in combination

with 442 nm excitation wavelength provide resolution less than 1 µm in all three axes.

The edge filter of the spectrometer passes Raman signal shifted more than 200 cm−1

from the excitation wavelength. Dispersive element of the spectrometer in case of 785

nm laser is a grating with 1200 grooves per mm, and in case of 442 nm laser a grating

with 2400 grooves per mm.

Scanning of the sample in Renishaw InVia Reflex Raman microspectrometer is

implemented by the movement of the sample stage. The real position of the stage is

monitored by capacitance sensors with resolution of 0.1 µm.

All spectra were processed by WIRE 2.0 Renishaw software.

Figure 4.5: View of Raman microspectrometer Renishaw InVia Reflex with Leica
DMLM microscope
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4.2.1 Stress creation and Raman measurements

Extrinsic stress was induced by bending the cantilever with film (see the experi-

mental setup on Fig. 4.6a) by the Kleindiek Nanotechnik nanomanipulator MM3A-

EM (Fig. 4.6b). The bending of the cantilever was determined by the position of the

optical microscopy focus in the Raman microscopy setup.

Figure 4.6: a) Experimental setup showing the cantilever coated by Si film bent
by the tip of the manipulator. The position of the focal point of the Raman exci-
tation laser was varied along the X-axis; b) View of MM3A Kleindiek Nanotechnik
nanomanipulator

Excitation laser was focused by the objective of optical microscope, the same

objective was used to collect Raman signal from the sample. We measured the data

near the border between solid base and flexible cantilever of the AFM-tip to have

a possibility to compare measurements from the stressed part (on cantilever) with

non-stressed film (on solid base). The objective with long working distance was used.

4.3 3-D confocal optical microscopy

We used Olympus LEXT OLS3000 confocal microscope (see setup in Fig. 4.7)

to obtain 3-D images of bent cantilevers. It allowed us to extract the precise profile

of the cantilever at different bending states which were processed using the WSxM

software package [57] (see inset in Fig. 4.7).

4.4 AFM characterization

The AFM images in this work were obtained by Omicron UHV AFM/STM (C-

AFM, Fig. 4.8a) or by ambient Veeco Dimension DI3100 IV equipped by Extended
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Figure 4.7: View of confocal optical microscope Olympus LEXT with experimental
setup for stress studying installed on the microscope stage. Inset shows acquired 3-D
image of bent cantilever processed by WSxM software package

TUNAmodule, which allows current detection as low as tens of fA (C-AFM, Fig. 4.8b).

All AFM results reported below were performed in contact mode using the coated

cantilevers (BudgetSensors ContE) with resonant frequency about 13 kHz and force

constant 0.2 N/m. Mostly we used fresh cantilevers to avoid artifacts due to the

conductive layer abrasion. Local current flowing through the grounded cantilever was

induced by a dc voltage bias applied to the bottom contact or to the conductive

substrates.

Measurements in UHV were done at pressures about 10−10 mbar at room temper-

atures about 25 oC on in-situ deposited samples (which were never exposed to open

air, transfer pressure p < 10−7Pa). This setup allowed us to apply sample biases in

the range from −10V to +10V during C-AFM and I-V characteristic measurements.

During C-AFM in ambient atmosphere all C-AFM measurements were performed

at 25 oC and approx. 30 % humidity. The possible range of applied bias in Veeco

system is from −10V to +10V , but external applied higher voltages are also possible.
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Figure 4.8: View of: a) the UHV apparatus, which includes AFM and STM mi-
croscopes connected to the in-house built PECVD deposition chamber; b) Ambient
C-AFM microscope Veeco Dimension DI3100 IV

All C-AFM maps of local current were measured with minimal possible (for suf-

ficient signal/noise ratio) negative sample bias. The applied normal force in con-

tact mode was around 25 nN, and scanning speed was kept constant, mostly at 500

nm/s. These settings were chosen to avoid possible artifacts of measurements (see

section 3.2.2).

To process AFM results we used Nanoscope 6.13 software, WSxM 4 [57], and

Gwyddion [http://gwyddion.net/].
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Chapter 5

RAMAN MICRO-SPECTROSCOPY

OF µC-SI:H

5.1 Application of Raman spectroscopy to µc-Si:H

5.1.1 Spectra of crystalline Si, a-Si:H, and µc-Si:H

Silicon is a very suitable object for study by Raman spectroscopy. Crystalline Si

has very intensive and sharp peak at 520.5 cm−1 (see fig. 5.1), which is often used for

calibration purposes. In case of µc-Si:H it is possible to distinguish amorphous (wide

band near 480 cm−1) and crystalline (band near 520.5 cm−1) parts of the Raman

spectra. This is commonly used to determine crystallinity of the samples in most

laboratories.

5.1.2 Dependence on the excitation wavelength

It is necessary to note that there are two important factors which can cause an

error in crystallinity calculations. Firstly, there is a difference in light absorption

by amorphous and crystalline phases (See for example fig. 5.2 [58] for excitation

wavelength of 514.5 nm). Secondly, the Raman collection depth of silicon can be

estimated from the equation [59]:

dp =
1

2α
(5.1)

where α is absorption coefficient of the material. In case of crystalline silicon the

Raman collection depth varies from few tens of nanometers for 325 nm wavelength

to several µm for 785 nm [60]. So, we used 785 nm excitation wavelength to equalize
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Figure 5.1: Typical Raman spectra of crystalline silicon (black solid line), micro-
crystalline film (red with triangles) and amorphous film (blue with circles)

excitation power for both phases of the sample and collect the Raman signal from

the whole depth.

Figure 5.2: Optical model of absorption in mixed phase Si thin film. Black line shows
Raman collection depth for this material for excitation wavelength of 514.5 nm
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5.1.3 Crystallinity evaluation

For crystallinity calculation from the Raman spectrum of the material it is ne-

cessary to separate amorphous and crystalline parts of the signal (see fig. 5.3), then

calculate areas under the bands which are proportional to the phase volumes [61].

First of all, the signal background (noise of a detector and luminescence of the

substrate) must be removed. The background can be approximated as the polynomial

of the 2nd order [62]. The way how to separate two components (amorphous and

microcrystalline) of the Raman spectrum is described in [63].

Figure 5.3: Decomposition of the Raman spectrum of mixed phase Si thin film into
components corresponding to two phases: micro-crystalline (red, at 521 cm−1) and
amorphous (blue, at 480 cm−1)

We have evaluated the crystallinity as ratio [61]:

XC =
IC

IC + yIA
, y =

ΣC

ΣA

(5.2)

where IC and IA are integral Raman signals (area under spectral band) of crys-

talline and amorphous phases respectively; ΣC and ΣA are integrated Raman cross-

sections for crystalline and amorphous silicon.

To estimate ratio of integrated Raman cross-sections y it is necessary to determine

crystallinity of a µc-Si:H sample independently. This can be done by AFM topography
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measurement of mixed phase sample. If we assume that the crystalline grains are

conical and separated from each other (the nucleation density is low enough so that

the grains do not constrain each other), bulk (XC) and surface (XAFM) crystallinities

are proportional. Proportionality factor is in good approximation equal to 3 (cone to

cylinder volume ratio). This approach ignores presence of the incubation layer and the

contribution of spherical grain caps rising above the flat amorphous layer. However,

the influence of these two factors on the bulk crystallinity is small and opposite, i.e.,

they partly compensate. From this consideration and Eq. 5.2 we can get a formula

for y:

y =
IC − ICXAFM

3
IAXAFM

3

(5.3)

After evaluation of the y for current material and excitation wavelength, the con-

stant can be used for estimation of µc-Si:H samples crystallinity by Raman microspec-

troscopy (with the same excitation wavelength) using Eq. 5.2.

b)a)

Figure 5.4: View of topography of µc-Si:H measured by AFM. (a) - Microcrystalline
grains as spherical ”caps” on the sample surface. If one makes cross-section very near
the height of the amorphous phase - (b) separation of areas of microcrystalline and
amorphous phases

5.1.4 Raman mapping with high resolution

Here we discuss spatial resolution of the Raman spectroscopy for microcrystalline

silicon mixed phase films. Is it possible to measure the Raman spectrum from a single

grain (or even from a part of a single grain)?
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One of the approaches how to overcome the optical resolution limit is to make a

source of the Raman signal smaller than optical resolution of the microscope. This

approach is used in TERS technique (see section 3.1.2). Another possibility to register

structures smaller than the limit is the low concentration of the observed medium (in

case of µc-Si:H thin films - spatially separated grains). It may be possible to detect

existence and characterize grains even smaller than the optical resolution limit. In

figure 5.5 an example of the Raman mapping on the sample with mixed structure is

shown, where grains are separated from each other.

b)a) c)

1µm 1µm 1µm

Figure 5.5: a) The optical microscope image of µc-Si:H thin film with low density
of microcrystalline grains; b) Raman map of the same place measured at excitation
wavelength of 442 nm; c) map of local currents measured by C-AFM at the same place

Figure 5.5a shows optical view of the sample imaged by 100x objective. In the

image one can clearly recognize four dark objects (microcrystalline grains). Raman

map in fig. 5.5b was measured with the 442 nm excitation wavelength and reflects the

local crystalline volume fraction. The Raman map confirms that all four visible objects

in the optical image are microcrystalline grains. In addition, it reveals the presence of

three more microcrystalline grains in the bottom right part of the image which are not

visible by the optical microscope. To verify the presence of these three small grains we

have used the C-AFM. This technique allowed us to measure not only topography of

the sample, but also had shown the conductivity of small structures. From comparison

with the map of local current in figure 5.5c we can conclude that these three objects

have microcrystalline structure. The size of larger grains estimated from C-AFM is

slightly below 500 nm and diameters of small grains are around 200 nm, therefore

they are not distinguishable by optical microscope thanks to the fundamental limit
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of optical resolution (see Eq. 3.1). The smallest grain detected by Raman mapping

had 160 nm in diameter.

To compare the resolution of Raman maps done with excitation wavelengths of

785 nm and 442 nm we used mixed phase sample deposited onto glass substrate (to

avoid signal from the bulk Si in case of silicon substrate). Both maps are shown for

the same place of the sample in fig. 5.6 in part b) for 785 nm and in c) for 442 nm

excitations. AFM image of the same area in part a) shows that there is one large grain

in the central part (approx. 2 µm in diameter) and few smaller grains with diameters

from 200 to 800 nm around. The large grain is clearly visible in both Raman maps.

The limitations of optical microscopy (even in confocal mode) allow minimal laser

spot sizes of 2 µm for 785 nm and 1 µm for 442 nm in diameter respectively. Of

course, this has an impact on the resolution of Raman maps. But this is not the only

reason for the difference in resolution of both maps.

Although the collection times and excitation intensities were the same for both

excitation lasers, the spectrum excited by 785 nm is weaker with relatively higher

amorphous component centered at 480 cm−1. The sensitivity of 785 nm Raman spec-

tra to amorphous phase is given by Raman collection depth (see equation 5.1), which

is much larger than the thickness of the layer. Consequently the amorphous tissue

below the conical microcrystalline grain contributes to the Raman spectra. On the

contrary, small grains in the Raman map measured by 442 nm laser have almost

the same maximal intensity as the large grain in the center. This high sensitivity is

given by strong absorption of the 442 nm wavelength in the silicon thin film - Raman

collection depth is around 50 nm. Therefore the conical shape of the grains does not

play any role.

Line profiles of the AFM topography image and of the 442 nm Raman map along

the white line drawn in the fig. 5.6 a) are shown in the same figure in d). The

AFM topography cross-section shows two large grains separated by 350 nm wide gap

of amorphous silicon. Raman integral intensity profile also indicates two individual

grains. The ratio between the maximum Raman intensity at the smaller grain and

at the minimum in the amorphous gap reaches to 65 %, which fulfills the Rayleigh

definition of two resolvable objects. Therefore the resolution of Raman mapping with

excitation by 442 nm laser is 350 nm. This value is close to the optical resolution limit

given by Eq. 3.1R = 300nm. If we measure large grain diameter from Raman mapping

(defined as a full width in half maximum FWHM) we get the same value as from AFM

measurement (1.65 and 1.64 µm respectively). This is somewhat unexpected as we

would expect the limited optical resolution to enlarge the grains. The explanation is
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of the Raman mapping measurements at 442 nm and 785
nm: a) AFM image of the mapped area; b) Raman map measured with 785 nm ex-
citation wavelength; c) Raman map measured with 442 nm excitation wavelength; d)
Line profiles of the AFM topography image (black line, left arrow) and Raman map
measured with 442 nm (blue squares, right arrow) along the white line in a); blue line
is only guide for an eye

as follows: the integral intensity of microcrystalline silicon Raman spectra is in first

approximation directly proportional to the area of grain illuminated by laser beam. If

the laser beam is centered just on the boundary between grain and amorphous tissue,

half of the beam is shining on the grain and therefore the integral Raman intensity

is half of the maximum value measured at the center of the grain.

The Raman mapping proved that in case of a sample with strong Raman signal it

is possible to characterize sample features smaller than the optical resolution limit.
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5.2 Stress investigation and elastic properties of

µc-Si:H

In this section it will be shown that micro-Raman spectroscopy is a unique tech-

nique for the measurement of local stress in thin films of µc-Si:H. Mechanical stress

is an important reliability issue in various devices based on thin silicon films. Many

problems of defective micro electro mechanical devices (MEMS) and solar cells (film

adhesion, contacts, etc.) can be traced back to defects generated by stresses which

exceeded a certain critical value during the processing.

5.2.1 Position of Raman peak

There are two basic effects contributing to the shift of crystalline silicon peak

from the expected value of 520.5 cm−1. The first one is the intrinsic stress of the

material (residual or induced). If the peak is shifted to higher numbers then stress is

compressive (negative value of σ) otherwise stress is tensile (positive value of σ) [64].

The relation between strain or stress in silicon and the Raman frequency is rather

complex [60]. In some cases, however, the relation becomes simply linear:

σ[GPa] = −C(ω − ω0)[cm
−1] (5.4)

where:

• σ - total stress in the film

• C - constant which depends on the internal structure of the sample

• ω - position of the crystalline peak

• ω0 - position of crystalline peak for stress-free sample (520.5 cm−1)

The second contribution to peak shift (crystalline and amorphous as well) is caused

by the phonon confinement effect in the small nanometer-scale crystallites present in

the material [65]. Paillard et al. [66] have shown that the size of silicon nanocrystals

smaller than 6 nm shifts crystalline peak position by more than 1 cm−1. The size of

crystallites larger than 10 nm has a minor impact on the shift of the peak.

Again, one has to keep in mind that long excitation wavelength leads to collecting

of Raman signal from the depth (see equation 5.1) of the sample. In this case Raman

spectrum indicates ”average” stress in the whole volume. On the contrary, using of
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short excitation wavelength leads to stress measurement from thin layer very near the

sample surface.

5.2.2 Stress creation

For studying stress in microcrystalline silicon we deposited thin films onto PET

substrates and used a special four point holder (see fig. 5.7a) which allowed us to bend

our samples for varying induced stress in the material. Unfortunately, this setup didn’t

work for us, because it wasn’t clear what is softer: PET or µc-Si:H film deposited on

it? Did the substrate break first or the film (see AFM image on 5.7b)? The maximum

curvature in this case was about 5 mm in diameter.

Figure 5.7: a) Schematic view of a sample of µc-Si:H deposited onto PET substrate
in the holder for stress creation. Blue dashed line shows the neutral (unstressed) plane
inside the sample during bending; b) AFM image of the cracked sample; c) Optical
image of broken film deposited onto a cantilever after applying high compressive stress

To resolve this problem, we decided to use AFM-cantilevers as a substrate for

the film. Standard AFM-cantilever consists of thick wafer and cantilever itself. It

is manufactured from highly doped, single crystal silicon (see details in section 4).

Because of the perfect elastic properties of the cantilever we can bend our film to

curvatures less than 1 mm in diameter. In this case the film broke first (see fig. 5.7c).

To leave the possibility of using long excitation wavelengths we used cantilevers

with a metal coating, because the metals don’t contribute to Raman signal and screen

the signal from the bulk silicon of the cantilever.
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5.2.3 Growth stress estimation. Stoney formula

After deposition the cantilever had initial bending (see fig. 4.4b), which provided

us with information about the growth stress. Initial stress in the sample which is

deposited onto flexible surface can be estimated using Stoney formula [43]:

σ =
Y d2sub
6dtR

(5.5)

where:

• σ - growth stress in the film

• Y - biaxial elastic modulus of the substrate

• dsub - substrate thickness

• dt - total film thickness

• R - radius of curvature

This formula can be used in case that the stiffness of the substrate is much higher

than that of the deposited film, so bending of the substrate doesn’t significantly

reduce initial stress in the film. For this reason we deposited very thin film of µc-Si:H

(200 nm thick) onto the 2 µm thick cantilever. By using calculated elastic constant

for the substrate (silicon < 100 > ) from [67] we estimated the growth stress of the

microcrystalline film as 180 MPa.

It has to be noted, that during the deposition µc-Si:H film grows on both sides of

the cantilever. However, our measurements by Raman spectroscopy have shown, that

the Raman signal from the film on the face (nearest surface to plasma discharge) side

of the cantilever is more than 10 times stronger than Raman signal of the film from

the other side. It means that thicknesses of the films on opposite sides differ more

than ten times. So we neglect the influence of the backside film.

With our setup (see fig. 4.6) one can use another useful feature. It is possible to

scan the exciting laser along the cantilever and probe by Raman spectroscopy the

stress evolution in the film from the chip base (growth stress) to the partially relaxed

state in the film on the cantilever. This is suitable for the films with comparable

thickness with cantilever, when intrinsic stress of the film is high enough to bend the

cantilever.
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5.2.4 Profiling of bent cantilevers by confocal microscopy

and curvature calculation

After the deposition the profile of the cantilever bent by the growth stress was

extracted from 3-D image acquired by confocal microscope (see fig. 5.8a). Figure 5.8b

shows a part (from −10 µm to 200 µm in X coordinates) of the polynomial fit of

the whole profile. We defined the origin of X-coordinates is on the face surface at the

border where the solid silicon base ends and flexible cantilevers starts.

Figure 5.8: a) 3-D view of bent cantilever with deposited µc-Si:H film showing the
presence of growth stress; b) Polynomial fit of the profile of the cantilever which allows
to estimate the curvature of the bent cantilever

The fitting procedure is necessary because the real measurement is influenced by a

noise, which is amplified by differentiating needed for obtaining the curvature. After

the fitting the curvature in each point of the profile can be easily calculated by the

formula 5.6.

k =
z”

(1 + z′2)3/2
(5.6)

During the bending we registered the Z-position of the end of cantilever. This

parameter defines the bending state. Because of the low depth of focus of high mag-

nification objective the position can be measured rather precisely. Fig. 5.9 shows an

example of calculated local curvatures from the fitted profiles along the cantilever in

different bent states. Again, the point X = 0 is the border between solid base and

flexible cantilever of the AFM-chip.
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Figure 5.9: Calculated curvatures of the bent cantilever in different bending states
(Z-position of the end of cantilever). At small deviations from the initial state, the
local curvature is the same along the cantilever. At curvatures with radius less than 1
mm near the base the profile of the cantilever becomes more parabolic.

Fig. 5.9 shows that at high curvatures the profile of the bent cantilever becomes

more parabolic. Therefore, the place of the maximum stress is the border between

the base and flexible part of the cantilever. After a series of experiments with Raman

mapping of bent cantilevers we found that the mostly stressed part of the film is at

X =∼ 10 µm from the border. The reason of this small shift is the possibility for the

film at the border to relax the induced stress at the expense of unstressed film on the

solid cantilever base.

From geometrical reasons the calculated curvature is directly proportional to the

shortening (elongation) of the film, i.e. to the stress induced in the film. The stress σ

can be calculated as:

σ =
Ed

R
(5.7)

where E - is Young modulus of the deposited film, R - the radius of curvature

of the bent cantilever, and d - the distance of the film from the neutral plane (see

fig. 4.5).
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Therefore, the induced stress is proportional to the curvature of the bent can-

tilever.

5.2.5 Raman spectroscopy of the stressed µc-Si:H thin films

After bending a cantilever with deposited µc-Si:H thin film we measured Raman

map along the cantilever and watched for the changes in microcrystalline peak or

amorphous band position with induced stress. The dependence follows the expected

shift to higher wavenumbers linearly with increase of the stress.

Figure 5.10: Maps of TO-LO phonon peak position along the bent cantilever near
the border with solid base (X = 0) ad different bent states. All points were calcu-
lated automatically by WIRE 2.0 (Renishaw software) - spectra were fitted by mixed
Lorentzian and Gaussian peaks

Microcrystalline silicon Example of fully microcrystalline 300 nm thick film is

presented on fig. 5.10. It shows measured Raman maps of the microcrystalline peak

position near the border between solid base and flexible cantilever. States with bend-

ings from initial to almost maximum possible (then silicon cantilever breaks) are

measured.

Raman microcrystalline peak positions can be compared with measured curvatures

for different bending states from fig. 5.9. Points in the graph 5.10 were calculated
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automatically by WIRE 2.0 (Renishaw software) by fitting maps spectra by mixed

(superposition of Gaussian and Lorentzian peaks) peak, where each component can

have arbitrary weight. The reason of using of the mixed peak for fitting appears

from the fact, that microcrystalline peak is not symmetrical while Gaussian and

Lorentzian peaks separately are both symmetrical. So such combination of both peaks

allows fitting the real spectrum more closely. On the other hand, such approach adds

uncertainty into the fitting process.

For the purpose of making the fitting procedure more accurate we made two

separate fittings: Gaussian and Lorentzian. Again the fitting procedure was done

in WIRE 2.0 (Renishaw software). Fig. 5.11 shows resulting fits of microcrystalline

silicon film of 300 nm thick.

Figure 5.11: Positions of microcrystalline Raman peaks fitted by Gaussian and
Lorentzian peaks at point on the cantilever with X = 10µm from the border

The TO-LO phonon peak position fitted by Lorentzian and Gaussian peaks are

shifted relative to each other because of non-symmetrical nature of the microcrys-

talline silicon peak. At the same time in case of using only Lorentzian (or only Gaus-

sian) peak the fitting error is systematic and relationship between calculated positions

of the Raman peak and stress is close to linear, as it is expected from Eq. 5.4.

Amorphous silicon In case of amorphous silicon band near 480 cm−1, the fitting

procedure by Gaussian or Lorentzian peaks is not precise enough to resolve automat-
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ically 1 cm−1 position shift of approx. 60 cm−1 wide amorphous band due to applied

stress. The fitting error is about several cm−1.

To study the reaction of the amorphous silicon on the induced stress we used Factor

Analysis (FA) [68]. This method is not based on fitting procedure, but on comparing of

consecutive spectra to each other. Therefore, the method is very sensitive to changes

in spectra of the same material under different stress conditions. Fig. 5.12 shows

calculated positions of the amorphous band during the bending of the cantilever

which were processed by FA method. The thickness of the mixed phase film was

approx. 300 nm.
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Figure 5.12: Positions of amorphous Raman peaks calculated by using Factor Anal-
ysis under different stress conditions.

Again, as it was in the case of microcrystalline peak (near 520.5 cm−1) we have

clear linear dependence of the Raman peak position on the applied compressive stress.

Comparison of the graphs 5.11 and 5.12 shows, that the amorphous band has a little

bit larger shift under the stress than microcrystalline peak.

To roughly estimate the maximum value of the applied stress, one can use equa-

tion 5.4 and C = 250 MPa/cm−1 for microcrystalline silicon, which was reported by

Anastassakis [69]. However, this is the only one reported value for the microcrystalline

silicon and we didn’t find any reported value for a-Si:H materials. Therefore, our next

goal is to develop our current setup and measure the value of the constant for our

samples.
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Chapter 6

C-AFM OF µC-SI:H. LOCAL

ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES

6.1 Charge transport in µc-Si:H

As described in the chapter 2, the hydrogenated microcrystalline silicon has a

complicated micro-structure consisting of columnar grains surrounded by disordered

tissue and/or amorphous phase. The variability of structure and resulting electronic

transport properties has led to a controversy over the dominant charge transport

mechanism and, in particular, over the location of the dominant transport route [70].

The capability of C-AFM to measure local currents with nanometer resolution offers

a chance to look for the transport route directly by identifying more conductive parts

of the µc-Si:H samples [71, 72].

In this chapter, we mainly discuss electrical conductivity and C-AFM results.

Details of sample preparation procedures are given in chapter 4. Results presented

here have been measured both with a coplanar geometry (in which the transport

parallel to the substrate is measured) as well as with a vertical geometry (in which

the transport perpendicular to the substrate is measured).

6.1.1 Model of charge transport in µc-Si:H

Before the discussion of C-AFM results our model of the charge transport will

be considered. First of all, let’s summarize widely accepted elements of the model.

µc-Si:H is composed of two phases:

• the small nanocrystals (10 - 30 nm)

• the large grains (100 - 1000 nm), formed from the small nanocrystals
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• the small nanocrystals are connected by twin boundaries and stacking faults

• size of the small nanocrystals is not sufficient for the formation of the space-

charge regions and potential barriers which could block the charge transport

• small grain boundaries form the localized tail states

Now we introduce the elements of our model of the charge transport. It is based

on the existence of a third phase - the large grain boundaries (LGBs):

• represent a new form of tissue, into which hydrogen, probably oxygen and de-

fects concentrate

• the increased content of hydrogen and oxygen increases the mobility band gap

and the potential barriers are formed, blocking the transport at the conduction

band edge

• the concentration of the defects does not increase the conductivity of LGBs

6.1.2 Macroscopic measurements of the µc-Si:H resistance

For the macroscopic measurements of the conductivity of µc-Si:H thin films we

used the coplanar geometry of contacts. For this purpose we deposited gold contacts

onto the sample of microcrystalline silicon thin film deposited onto non-conductive

glass substrate as it is shown in the fig. 6.1. When a tenths of mm wide metal contacts

are separated by a gap of about 1 mm and applied to about 1 µm or thinner silicon

layer, the contact resistance can be neglected and the true conductivity is evaluated.

For photovoltaic solar cells, the charge transport perpendicular to the substrate is

important. However, in the corresponding sandwich geometry, the contact resistance

cannot be neglected as in the dc measurements. As we have shown [73], a possible

solution is to use the AC conductivity, for which the influence of the contacts is

excluded at sufficiently high frequencies and the true perpendicular conductivity can

be evaluated. However, the AC bias may enhance the LAO process [74] (it will be

considered in Section 6.3.2).

We used two different samples A and B, which were grown at the same deposition

conditions, but sample A was 300 nm thick while the sample B was two times thicker

(600 nm). The surface crystallinity of the sample A was about 50 %, and in case of

the sample B about 42 %.

We sequentially connected the gold contacts (stripes) varying the distance between

anode and cathode and measured I−V characteristics of the sample. Example of such
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glass
substrate

mc-Si:H

gold

Figure 6.1: Sample for macroscopic conductivity measurement of the µc-Si:H with
coplanar geometry. Gold contacts in the form of stripes were deposited onto the stan-
dard sample

I − V characteristic measured on the sample A is shown in fig. 6.2a for the distance

between contacts of 0.6 mm. The measurement of the I−V curve was started at zero

voltage, then the voltage was increased up to 1.5 V , then the voltage was decreased

down to -1.5 V , and finally it was increased up to the initial point - zero voltage. We

used three different speeds of the voltage ramp: 50 mV/s, 150 mV/s and 500 mV/s.

The I − V characteristics of thinner sample A are quite noisy because of the very

high resistance of the film (note that currents are tens of pA), but it is clear that the

I−V curves are linear (contacting of the sample is Ohmic). Fig. 6.2a shows, that the

deviations of individual points from the line at lowest speed of 50 mV/s are minimal,

while in case of the highest speed of 500 mV/s one can distinguish measurements

when the voltage was increased and vice versa. This difference is a consequence of the

fact that the sample has its own electrical capacitance.

After fitting of all measured I−V curves one can calculate electrical resistance for

each combination of the sample contacting. Figure 6.2b shows the dependence of the

resistance on the effective distance (real distance reduced by the gold stripes widths)

between contacts. In result, the calculated volume resistivity ρ of the sample can be

found from the equation:

ρ = R
S

l
(6.1)

where R is measured resistance, S is cross-section and l is a distance between

contacts. For the case of sample A (S ≈ 1.5· 10−9 m2) the volume resistivity ρ ≈
50 kΩ ·m. This value is about 20 times smaller than in case of non-doped crystalline

silicon. It has to be noted that this result is calculated for the thin film with the
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Figure 6.2: a) An example of I-V characteristics of the 300 nm thick µc-Si:H thin film
measured between the same contacts at three different speeds of the voltage changing:
black dots - 50 mV/s, red circles - 150 mV/s, and blue triangles - 500 mV/s; b)
Dependence of the resistance of the same sample on the effective distance between
contacts calculated from I-V characteristics

same crystallinity as of sample A and can be much different for films with another

crystallinity.

6.2 Ultra high vacuum C-AFM

Standard macroscopic measurement techniques can give only average values of

transport characteristics such as conductivity or diffusion length of the carriers, but

say nothing about charge transport between amorphous phase and microcrystalline

grains. Various techniques can be used to find additional information about the mi-

crostructure and the electronic transport properties. One approach is to modify the

macroscopic characterization methods, such as a light beam induced current, to probe

the material properties locally with lateral resolution as high as possible [75]. Another

possibility is to use inherently microscopic techniques, such as STM or AFM and to

combine them with the detection of particular quantities of interest in parallel to

standard surface morphologies [76]. These techniques were described in section 3.2.

Here we will focus on the C-AFM as one of the main techniques for investigation

of the electrical properties at nanoscale. First of all, the measurement of samples

made in-situ in UHV conditions will be considered. The main advantage of UHV is

the absence of contaminations on the sample surface, which significantly increase sig-

nal/noise ratio. In addition, such conditions facilitate the interpretation of measured

data.
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6.2.1 Charge trapping

It was already mentioned in the Section 3.2.2, that C-AFM measurement itself can

change the local electrical properties of the sample. So-called ”memory effect” was

observed by Rezek et al. [77] during the subsequent scanning of the same area. They

used Kelvin probe force microscopy [78] to measure the surface potential offset be-

tween scanned and pristine (not previously scanned) areas. The probable explanation

of this result can be some kind of charge trapping which occurred in deep electronic

states at the sample surface.

The charge trapping also complicates measurements of I − V characteristic of a

sample - the current is decreasing with time at the same applied voltage. Therefore,

results of the sequence of the I −V characteristics measurement from the same place

are different. The first I − V curve shows the highest currents and the last - smallest

ones. To have some statistics of such experiments we measured I−V curves at different

pristine points of sample surface.

6.2.2 Results for in-situ samples

The typical C-AFM result of our µc-Si:H samples with bottom contact (in this

case the film was deposited onto n-doped crystalline silicon substrate) is shown in

inset of the fig. 6.3. More conductive microcrystalline grain (bright) is surrounded by

amorphous tissue (dark). The image shows, that even though the surface is clean in

UHV, the local currents still fluctuate due to dynamic contact of the tip scanning the

rough sample surface. Different effective contact area leads to scatter of the I − V

curves shown in fig. 6.3. Each curve was measured on a fresh spot to avoid the memory

effect due to charge trapping.

We measured twelve I − V curves on microcrystalline silicon (within the same

grain) and twelve I − V curves on surrounding amorphous tissue. Groups of these

curves can be easily resolved from each other (see fig. 6.3). Amorphous silicon demon-

strates noise-level conductivity, while current through microcrystalline silicon reaches

hundred of pA at +10V sample bias. Note asymmetrical shape of microcrystalline

I−V curves, which wasn’t observed in macroscopic measurements (see section 6.1.2).

We explain this fact by existence of the Schottky barrier between Pt/Cr coated tip

and slightly p-type nature of the microcrystalline grain. As it will be shown in sec-

tion 6.3 in ambient condition the Schottky barrier is reduced by local charges which

are situated in localized electronic states in the layer of native oxide and we do not

observe such shape of I − V curve.
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Figure 6.3: I-V characteristics measured at 12 different points of the same grain
and at 12 different points of the surrounding amorphous tissue. Inset illustrates UHV
C-AFM image of local current measured on the mixed phase µc-Si:H with sample bias
of +10 V

This experiment confirms that microcrystalline grains are much more conductive

than the amorphous silicon. I − V characteristics make it clear why one should use

positive sample bias for good contrast between amorphous and microcrystalline silicon

in UHV C-AFM experiments.

6.3 Ambient C-AFM

Unfortunately, the UHV C-AFM technique has two disadvantages which signif-

icantly reduce its wide usage. First of all, it is very expensive in maintenance and

secondly, it is time consuming. For example, one needs several hours just for chang-

ing a sample or a blunt cantilever. Much more convenient way is using C-AFM in

ambient atmosphere.

6.3.1 Main difficulties during ambient C-AFM

Measurements of local currents in ambient conditions are more complicated in

comparison with UHV C-AFM. A surface is not so clear as in case of the vacuum, so

measured currents are much lower. Fortunately, modern technologies of AFM produc-

tion are advanced enough to enable ambient C-AFM microscopes with high sensitivity

to measure currents as low as tens of fA. Let’s consider main obstacles during ambient

C-AFM in detail and how they are addressed.
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Native oxide After removing a sample from the deposition chamber, it will be cov-

ered by a thin film of native oxide in few hours [79]. After several weeks the thickness

of the native oxide stabilizes (for the c-Si the thickness of the native oxide is about

0.7 nm, which is a result of the growth limited by diffusion length). The electrical

resistance of the SiO2 is several orders higher than microcrystalline silicon which, in

combination with a tiny contact area between AFM-tip and a sample surface, signif-

icantly reduces local currents. We also don’t know if the native oxide thickness is the

same for microcrystalline and amorphous parts, which adds some uncertainty into an

interpretation of the measured data. In this work we suppose, that the thickness of the

native oxide is the same for both amorphous and microcrystalline phases. Moreover,

sample surface is also covered by various contaminants.

Figure 6.4: Scheme of the ambient C-AFM setup. Layer of native oxide as well as
layer of condensed water are always present on the surface of µc-Si:H sample

Layer of condensed water Next substantial problem of the ambient C-AFM is

the layer of the condensed water on sample surface which is always present due to the

non-zero humidity of air. In contact mode C-AFM (see fig. 6.4) the water meniscus

is formed. The applied electric field creates oxyanions from water molecules and, in

case of positive sample bias, transports them through native oxide. This leads to

the known effect - local anodic oxidation (LAO) of the sample surface [55], which is
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used in AFM-based nanolithography. The effect is widely studied and several models

exist [55, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83].

”Memory effect” - Local anodic oxidation and charge trapping Now we

consider two main constituents of the so-called ”memory effect”: LAO and charge

trapping which take place for the crystalline silicon. Fig. 6.5 demonstrates the process

of LAO on silicon surface in detail.

To enhance the process of oxidation, surfaces with native oxide are used [81].

Samples are prepared in the followed way. In the beginning the Si surface is etched

by HF acid, resulting in a clean H or HF terminated surface. With time fluorine is

replaced by OH from the water vapor. H is slowly replaced by OH and water begins

to polarize/attack silicon back bonds. Then OH groups begin to form surface oxide

layer. Native oxide grows by Mott-Cabrera mechanism [84].

Silicon surface LAO is observed when a positive bias is applied on the hydro-

genated surface with respect to the SPM tip which is grounded. The electric field

drives the migration of the oxyanions (from the water layer) through the surface

oxide to the Si− SiO2 interface, resulting in surface oxide growth.

The height and width characteristics of the induced oxide line depend on the

applied bias value, which evidences that the oxidation mechanism is linked to the

tip-surface electric field. An electric field of 109 V ·m−1 is commonly cited as the

threshold value to produce oxidation. For the crystalline silicon and standard AFM-

tip the threshold sample bias voltage is approx. 5 V [55].

In addition to the oxide growth a charged layer exists at the Si/SiO2 interface

[85] due to the interface traps. The trapped charge is screening applied voltage which

leads to decrease of the local currents. Gordon et al. [81] showed that trapped charge

as well as native oxide (the presence of surface OH groups) substantially enhance the

process of LAO.

6.3.2 Tip induced LAO during C-AFM on µc-Si:H

In case of the microcrystalline silicon the situation is very similar. After the depo-

sition the sample surface isH terminated and native oxide layer forms in a similar way

as on the crystalline silicon. Therefore, in case of applied positive sample bias during

C-AFM the tip induced LAO process will take place. LAO makes the interpretation

of the local current in C-AFM difficult, see for example ”memory effect” in fig. 6.6.

In the comment [86] we have shown that the LAO process can lead to controversial
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Figure 6.5: Schematic representation of the tip induced nano-oxidation mechanism
on the surface of silicon

explanations of the local current maps, like in the work of Azulay et al. [70], where

conductive rings at the GBs were observed and interpreted as the main transport

route in µc-Si:H). We consider below in this section how such artifact appears.

The ”memory effect” was also observed by other groups, see for example [54, 87].

First, the µc-Si:H sample was scanned in a smaller area with a high oxidizing voltage

(+10 V). Then, the current map in fig. 6.6a was recorded across a bigger area with

non-oxidizing voltage of -5 V. The previously scanned area appears dark as the current

values were decreased by about one order of magnitude. The same area is rendered

in fig. 6.6b in a finer current scale to visualize the details. It can be seen that the

oxidation led not only to overall lower currents but also to a change of features in the

current image. The current lowering is more pronounced on the grains than at grain

edges and so the edges appear brighter than the grain interiors. As a result, the grain

edges in the oxidized image form rings of relatively higher conductivity.

To confirm that the tip induced LAO takes place during the C-AFM measurement

we designed a next experiment. LAO leads to characteristic topographical changes

(see for example [55]), but up to now it was not possible to detect them in C-AFM

experiments with typical µc-Si:H due to the roughness of amorphous silicon (usually
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Figure 6.6: Memory effect in the local current image of µc-Si:H thin film. The
6x6 µm2 scan shown in a) was measured at -5 V bias after the previous +10 V
scan of the central area 5x4.5 µm2. The previously scanned (dark) area is not only
less conductive, but it also shows a different character of local currents as seen in
b) where it is plotted again with adjusted color scale. The grains now appear more
conductive at the edges.

RMS roughness is around 5 - 10 nm instead of 0.1 nm for polished c-Si). For this

reason we made a special sample with very smooth surface of the amorphous parts

(for amorphous tissue the RMS roughness was approx. 0.3 nm), which enabled us to

observe directly the elevation of locally oxidized surface above its surroundings.
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Figure 6.7: Topographical changes due to LAO during ambient C-AFM of the mixed
phase sample: a) height image of 4x4 µm2 area of the µc-Si:H surface where the central
2x2 µm2 area (marked by corners) was previously scanned at +10 V sample bias. b)
Height profile across the boundary between the pristine and oxidized areas shows an
increase of height by about 1 nm (marked by the arrow).

Fig. 6.7a shows the topographical image of the sample where the central area was

oxidized by the previous scan at +10 V . The grains are much higher than the 10 nm

color range and therefore they appear just white. Increase of the local height of the

amorphous surface due to oxidation can be seen in the area marked by dark corners
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and was estimated to be about 1 nm from the line profile across a boundary of the

oxidized area (as shown in fig. 6.7b). Note that this height does not correspond to

the oxide thickness as there is already some native oxide on the surface and because

LAO leads to the oxide growth also into the sample interior [80, 83].

Neighbor line oxidation artifact Because of the water meniscus between AFM-

tip and scanned surface, the oxide growth induced by the AFM tip proceeds also

laterally and the fig. 6.8 shows the result of another experiment on mixed phase

sample designed to find the width of the oxide line. The sample was oxidized in a

zig-zag pattern (along the path marked by the dashed line in fig. 6.8) at +10 V and

then imaged as the local current map at -2.5 V. It can be seen that the scanning tip

at oxidizing bias leaves behind an oxide line which influenced the local current within

a cca 50 nm wide band, in agreement with the minimal line widths in LAO based

lithography [55]. Thus the oxidized line is several times wider than the separation of

the individual lines in the typical AFM scans: commonly used 256 lines per image

lead to 8 nm separation of scan lines for a 2 µm wide field of view. This means

that at oxidizing conditions only the first line actually scans the pristine surface and

all subsequent neighboring lines record the local current values on already locally

oxidized surface.

400 nm

a)

Figure 6.8: Local current map measured at non-oxidizing -2.5 V bias after the pre-
vious zig-zag scan (along the path marked by the white dashed line) at +10 V sample
bias. The dark (less conductive) lines across the bright (more conductive) grains il-
lustrate the width of the oxidized lines

The neighboring line oxidation artifact can lead to the conductive ring formation

already in the very first scan of the sample. Fig. 6.9 shows C-AFM measurements
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on the same µc-Si:H sample which was measured at non-oxidizing -2 V sample bias

(left) and at +10 V (right). The expected width of the oxidized line (50 nm) is about

10 times bigger than the 5 nm separation of the scan lines in fig. 6.9b. Therefore

before a point in the local current map is taken, it was already oxidized by approx. 10

passages of the AFM tip in the previous line scans. The local current image is similar

to the image in fig. 6.6b, showing similar current scale and again the conductive rings

at the grain edges.

0

1
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100nm100nm

a) b)

Figure 6.9: Comparison of the ambient C-AFM images of local current measured on
the µc-Si:H with native oxide at non-oxidizing -2 V sample bias (left) and at oxidizing
+10 V (right). Both images have the same color scale. Note the conductive rings in
part b which are an artifact due to neighboring line oxidation at the oxidizing voltage
+10 V)

6.3.3 Discussion of C-AFM results affected by LAO

In particular, we have demonstrated that the choice of polarity and magnitude of

the applied sample bias as well as place on a sample with unknown history complicates

the reproducibility and interpretation of the C-AFM results.

The oxidation of the silicon surface by air or locally by the C-AFM tip presents

a major complication for the quantitative as well as qualitative interpretation of the

local currents observed in ambient C-AFM.

It is clear that the oxidation during C-AFM at high positive sample voltages alters

µc-Si:H conductivity maps. In particular, we have demonstrated how the local anodic

oxidation can lead to a surprising artifact of the more conductive rings at the grain

boundaries (see figs. 6.6 and 6.9b). The measurement conditions corresponded to the
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experiments from [70], so we consider the interpretation of the grain boundaries as

the main conduction transport route to be misleading. The higher conductivity at

the grain edges reflects a state of the surface of the sample and so it cannot be used

for arguing about the transport route within the material itself.

Hindering of anodic oxidation at the grain edges What is the actual mech-

anism which leaves the grain edges relatively more conductive after the oxidation?

Several processes can play a role.

First of all, the grain edge geometry may offer a bigger contact area to the tip.

This geometrical effect led to an appearance of the apparently more conductive grain

boundaries in C-AFM with worn metal coating on the tip. However, we should observe

the geometric effect also at the scans at a low or opposite (negative) bias voltages

and we found no evidence for it.

A more probable explanation is that the anodic oxidation itself is hindered at the

grain boundary. This can be due again to geometrical reasons (grain edges), to the

decline in oxidation rate due to build up of space charge [80] or a higher resistance of

the boundary between the grain and surrounding amorphous tissue. In particular, the

voltage drop due to the higher boundary resistance would decrease the field assisting

the migration of ions necessary for the anodic oxidation and hence lead to the oxide

layer being thinner in the vicinity of the GB. In that case, the conductive rings at the

grain edges in oxidized state would actually support the notion of less conductive GBs

in µc-Si:H to which the defects and impurities (hydrogen, oxygen and contaminants)

concentrate.

The last possibility is electrical breakdown, which is more probable right at the

GBs and grain edges again due to the space charge and geometrical reasons [74] and

which may have been responsible for the current spikes observed in [87], attributed

to the GB related short-circuits.

6.3.4 Measurement of local I-V characteristics in ambient

The tip induced LAO with charge trapping during ambient C-AFM makes it

impossible to measure repeated I − V characteristics on the same place. Most often

it is not possible to measure correctly even one single I − V curve. Positive sample

bias and/or high voltage rapidly change the local properties of the sample surface

(see fig. 6.10). It has to be noted that this is one of the best examples when LAO was

excluded by low negative sample bias. If one would measure I − V characteristic on
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a silicon thin film at positive and/or high sample bias, the local current would drop

to negligible small values (due to the ”memory”-effect) during the very first run.
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Figure 6.10: I−V curves measured on microcrystalline grain on the same place. The
first run shows maximum current, each next run demonstrates reduced local current
compared to the previous one

Because of the fact that the sample bias voltage higher than a threshold of several

volts is needed for the LAO process, one has to use low negative sample bias to

prevent the oxide growth. Again, to make statistical evaluations of the measurements

it is necessary to measure each I−V curve on pristine surface. Fig. 6.11 shows results

measured at ambient atmosphere: I − V curves from 7 points on microcrystalline

grains and 6 points on the amorphous tissue at low negative sample bias. We received

very good reproducibility of the results from different grains.

These measured I − V curves support our model of conductive microcrystalline

grains embedded in much less conductive amorphous tissue.

6.4 HF etch for restoring local electrical properties

of the sample

As it was already considered in this chapter, the native oxide as well as water

layer, significantly complicates C-AFM measurements. Therefore, we experimented

with stripping the oxide on mixed phase sample by brief etch in diluted HF acid.
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Figure 6.11: I −V curves measured on microcrystalline grains (7 points, marked as
”c” with number) and on the amorphous tissue (6 points, marked as ”a” with number)
at low negative sample bias.

We have used the following procedure for removing the oxide from the surface of

the µc-Si:H films: samples were put into 10 % water solution of HF for a few seconds,

rinsed by deionized water and blown dry by an air jet. After that the sample surface

is H-terminated, therefore it is hydrophobic. As a result the surface is clean with no

native oxide on it for approx. 1 hour. This time is enough to make C-AFM scan on

the sample.

Fig. 6.12 compares the local current maps measured on the same sample with a

native oxide (left) and after the oxide stripping (right). The color scale for local cur-

rents is the same for both measurements. The oxide stripping increased the uniformity

as well as the average value of local current registered on the grains (so much that we

had to reduce the bias from -1.5 V to -0.7 V to adjust the currents to the range of

the instrument sensitivity). The negative sample polarity and a low bias voltage lead

to excellent reproducibility of the local current maps even after four repeated scans.

Restoration of the surface by HF etch not only increases the values of local currents

in ambient C-AFM but also makes the character of the local current maps to resemble

those obtained in UHV much more. However, direct comparison of the local current

levels in UHV on an in-situ prepared sample and on the same sample after ageing in

air and stripping the oxide has yet to be done.
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Figure 6.12: Comparison of the ambient C-AFM images of local current measured
on µc-Si:H with native oxide (left) and with the surface restored by HF etch (right).
Both images have the same color scale.

6.5 Dependence of local current on the grain di-

mensions

Since sample deposition takes place in vacuum, there is no oxide on the sample

surface immediately after removing it from deposition chamber. As opposite to the

etching process which was described in previous section, the sample surface can be

covered by thin amorphous layer. In our opinion, such layer can exist due to the

unstable conditions at the very end of the deposition when plasma discharge was

switched off. In this case an interface between µc-Si:H and thin amorphous layer

appears, which can be the reason for charge trapping even in UHV conditions.

Our C-AFM measurements on µc-Si:H samples made immediately after removing

from the deposition chamber show lower currents than on the samples after HF-etch,

but the same uniformity of the local current as in case of UHV C-AFM (see fig. 6.13a).

We designed special technique to deposit µc-Si:H thin film with different dimen-

sions of microcrystalline grains. It is based on slightly changing of the deposition

conditions during the film growth from predominantly amorphous to predominantly

microcrystalline. As a result, microcrystalline grains start to nucleate at different

depths which leads to grains with different sizes.

For the sample with different grain sizes we observed different local currents which

flow from grains to the grounded AFM-tip. Fig. 6.13c shows line profile in the map of

local currents. Microcrystalline grains which are connected to each other demonstrate

the same high local current level regardless of grain size. Therefore, for calculation

of average current flowing through a grain we made such profiles through centers of
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Figure 6.13: a) 2 x 2 µm2 map of local currents observed by the tip of the ambient
conductive AFM on the sample immediately after the deposition. Sample bias was
applied to the bottom electrodes; b) The currents flowing from microcrystalline grains
to the grounded tip depend on the grain sizes: the dependence of the local current on
the dimensions of solitary grains is shown; c) The plot shows the line profile along
the line used to find average current value on the grains.

solitary microcrystalline grains, the square under the grain profile was divided by its

diameter. Resulting dependence is shown on fig. 6.13b.

These results were also used for comparison with numerical calculations of the

internal field distributions in the C-AFM and µc-Si:H sample by adaptive higher-

order polynomial finite-element methods according to our model. The work is at

initial stage, but the first results have been already presented here [88].

The local current dependence on the dimension of the microcrystalline grain was

observed on a film over bottom contact and also on the same film over the gap (at

distance of few tens of microns from the nearest bottom contact) between contacts

as well (see fig. 4.1). Moreover, we didn’t observe noticeable difference in the local

currents in both cases. That means, the conductivity of the bulk material is much
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higher than resistivity of the combination of AFM-tip - contact resistance - sample.

This lead us to the experiments with coplanar contact geometry.

6.6 Coplanar contacts geometry

Further experiments with C-AFM of µc-Si:H were done with the coplanar geom-

etry (see fig. 6.14a), in which the transport parallel to the substrate is measured.
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Figure 6.14: (a) Scheme of the experiment in which the local sample conductivity is
measured by AFM with a conductive cantilever, and the current, spreading from the
tip of the cantilever, is collected to the side electrode made by a lithographically de-
fined evaporated layer of gold; (b) Cross-section of the side view in which the current
flux lines are schematically shown at the gold contact and near the tip-surface junc-
tion at two different positions: on the amorphous surface and on a highly conductive
microcrystalline grain

6.6.1 Model for mechanism of charge transport parallel to a

substrate

We have suggested the model based on the density of states (DOS) for the com-

ponents present in the films and the transport path within the DOS, as illustrated
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in fig. 6.15. The scheme on the left shows the commonly accepted DOS for a-Si:H.

The DOS for the isolated large grains of µc-Si:H in the center of fig. 6.15 also shows

the tail states due to the grain boundaries of the small grains. These two images are

aligned according to the conduction band offset less or around 0.1 eV and the valence

band edge offset around 0.2 - 0.6 eV , corresponding to the mobility gap of µc-Si:H

fluctuating in the range 1.5 - 1.1 eV for different microstructures [89].
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Figure 6.15: Schematic illustration of the components present in the mixed-phase
silicon films. The components are present in various concentrations at different film
crystallinity, increasing from left to right. Localized densities of states (DOS) are
schematically marked and the transport paths through the transport-limiting step are
marked by arrows.

The scheme on the right part of fig. 6.15 shows the µc-Si:H with the densely

packed large grains connected by grain tissue (large grain boundaries) with the band

gap higher due to the concentration of oxygen or hydrogen into LGBs. The transport

path (see the right scheme in fig. 6.15), which now takes place through the tail states

within the large grains and by hopping or tunneling through the LGB and/or a-Si:H

tissue, see fig. 6.16a).

We believe that this is the main conduction path for charge transport. One more

argument for support of this theory is illustrated on fig. 6.13a. Note the same level

of the local current flowed through coalesced grains with different dimensions. This

means that all these grains are electrically connected and the resistance of large grain

boundaries between them is much less than the resistance of amorphous layer between

them and bottom contact.

We do not agree with the proposal that the path is fully and only through the

LGB or a-Si:H tissue (see fig. 6.16b), as stated by [70]. The LGBs need to be seen
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rather as the transport-limiting step which determines the resulting thermal behavior

of the conductivity. Our model of transport is based on the existence of the third

phase, the LGB, proposed to explain the changes of the prefactor and activation

energy upon the a-Si:H/µc-Si:H transition, and the same conclusion has been drawn

from the crystallinity value at which the percolation threshold occurs.

a)
b)

Figure 6.16: Schematic picture of the different possible transport routes

6.6.2 Dependence of the average current registered on the

different grains at various distances from gold contact

Here we present the C-AFM results on a µc-Si:H sample, with crystallinity Xc ≈
50%, i.e. corresponding to the mixed phase µc-Si:H. The standard ”macroscopic”

coplanar contacts with the gap changing from 0.2 to 2 mm have been prepared on

a 5x10 mm glass substrate and used to measure the coplanar conductivity (see Sec-

tion 6.1.2), which for this sample was σD = 8· 10−8Ω−1cm−1. Using the sample de-

posited on glass from the same deposition (see Fig. 4.3), we have performed the

C-AFM measurements. The current was collected laterally by a lithographically de-

fined gold contact to which the voltage of -1.4 V was applied with respect to the

grounded AFM tip. Several positions of the AFM field of view were chosen, at the

gold contact edge and at distances up to 500 µm from it (see the scheme in fig. 6.14a).

Figure 6.17 shows three current maps within the field of view 2x2 µm2 at the tip for

electrode distances of 0, 250 and 500 µm. A surprising observation is that, in the left

current map in fig. 6.17, the average current observed on the grains almost does not

depend on the distance from the contact edge. We have expected that the current

measured on the grains in contact with the Au electrode would be much higher but
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this was not the case. This apparent paradox is probably due to the thin native oxide

layer which was formed on the surface of µc-Si:H in air.
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Figure 6.17: Local current maps measured by AFM with a conductive cantilever using
the applied voltage of 1.4 V within the 2x2 µm2 field of view. As shown in fig. 6.14,
the current was collected through the film to a lithographically defined gold electrode at
the distances indicated by the broken X axis. Note different current scale magnitudes
shown as color scales. The arrow indicated in the right map marks the trace, along
which the line profile is shown in fig. 6.18. About 300 nm large grains, composed of
small crystallites, are evident.

The fact that the contrast of the scan, even at the distance 500 µm from the

electrode, looks similar to the one at 0 mm may also seem rather surprising. But

note that the maximum current, corresponding to the white color, decreases with

the distance, as expected due to the current collection to the electrode aside from

the tip. To quantify the changes of the current we had to average out the current

noise due to the intermittent contact of the scanning tip. The current averaging was

carried out along many line profiles over the grains (see fig. 6.18a) and the resulting

currents are plotted as a function of the tip-contact distance in fig. 6.18b. The decrease

of the current approximately corresponds to the additional film resistance expected

for the observed film conductivity (σD = 8· 10−8Ω−1cm−1), which the current has to

overcome on its way to the contact. The precise fit of the curve in fig. 6.18b is difficult

due to geometry (tip versus coplanar electrode) and unknown transition resistances

(tip native oxide, etc.).

The clearly expressed contrast between the grains and a-Si:H tissue even for the

scan at 500 µm is given by the fact that on a-Si:H tissue the tip represents the real

point contact (see fig. 6.14), whereas on the grains it contacts more conductive Si

nanocrystals, which then pass the current to the a-Si:H layer through a substantially

increased area. In other words, the difference of the current level on the grains and
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Figure 6.18: (a) Line profile of the local current measured by AFM with a conductive
tip along the arrow in fig. 6.17 showing also the average local current measured on
one of the grains. (b) Dependence of the average current registered on the different
grains at various distances from the edge of the current collecting gold electrode. The
line is a guide to the eye.

on the amorphous phase can be understood as the difference of the a-Si:H spreading

resistance of the tip-a-Si:H and the tip-grain-a-Si:H junctions. At the same time, this

is more proof that the Si grains are highly conductive in the whole volume, not just

at the column boundaries.
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Chapter 7

CONCLUSIONS

The present thesis has focused on two mutually dependent aspects of the films.

The first one concerns the structure and mechanical properties of the mixed phase

samples studied by Raman microspectroscopy. The second studied aspect was oriented

to the local electrical properties studied by conductive atomic force microscopy. Un-

derstanding of all these aspects is important on the way to cheap and efficient thin

film solar cells.

Raman microspectroscopy

In the thesis it was shown that the Raman microspectroscopy is a very important

and easily applicable tool for investigation of thin films of microcrystalline silicon.

It is excellent (fast, non-destructive and very sensitive) technique for crystallinity

estimation of the whole range of possible sample structures: from fully amorphous to

microcrystalline.

We also have shown, that the lateral resolution of the method was 350 nm with

excitation wavelength of 442 nm. Furthermore, at certain conditions the Raman mi-

crospectroscopy can exceed the optical diffraction limit and microcrystalline grains

as small as 160 nm can be detected.

The combination of Raman microspectroscopy and AFM promises further im-

provement of the resolution and, hopefully, in the near future it will be possible to

resolve large grain boundaries in microcrystalline structure.

We developed the setup for stress creation in µc-Si:H thin films deposited onto

silicon flexible cantilevers. Elastic properties of thin silicon cantilever allows bending

with curvatures less than 0.3 mm−1 which corresponds (for 2 µm thick cantilevers)

to creating compressive or tensile stresses up to 1 GPa. We demonstrated that the

positions of the Raman peaks change linearly with stress both for µc-Si and for a-
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Si:H films. Further development of the technique, namely, the adding of force detection

during the cantilever bending will make it possible to measure other parameters, such

as Young’s module or constant for stress determination by Raman, quantitatively.

Conductive atomic force microscopy

Conductive atomic force microscopy is one of the main tools for studying of elec-

trical properties at nanoscale. In the thesis we have considered peculiarities of the

C-AFM measurements and I − V characteristics obtained in ultra high vacuum and

in ambient atmosphere as well.

We have demonstrated why the high positive sample bias during the C-AFM scan

has to be avoided. It was shown that the local anodic oxidation can alter map of

electronic properties (in particular leading to the appearance of the conductive rings

at the grain boundaries). We also estimated the threshold for oxidation of µc-Si:H

surface to be approx. 5 V , which is similar to the case of crystalline silicon. We have

shown how the tip induced LAO of the neighboring lines changes the local current

maps measured at ambient conditions even at the very first scan of pristine surface.

The recommendations how to properly set up the C-AFM measurement in order to

avoid various artifacts were done.

We have compared results from UHV and ambient C-AFM and demonstrated

how to strip the native oxide to achieve current values and maps comparable to the

measurements in UHV.

In this work the C-AFM results with different contact geometry: vertical (”sand-

wich”) and coplanar were compared. Relying on all our results we introduced new

observations and concepts to be added to the model of transport in microcrystalline

silicon (see Section 6.1.1).

One of the most important results of this work is that the methods described

above can be applied to a wide range of other materials which are used in thin films

solar cells. We continue to develop our methods and expand the number of studied

samples. We already have some first results on such new materials as SiOx films used

as intermediate reflector, ZnO transparent contacts, polycrystalline silicon thin films,

carbon nanowalls. And this list can be continued. At the same time, new measurement

methods extend the range of material which can be studied. For example, TR-TUNA

(see Section 3.2.1) allows one to make maps of local currents of soft or elastic struc-

tures which was impossible to do in contact mode. Of course, it is still desirable to

improve these methods, namely: to achieve higher lateral resolution, reproducibility
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of local I-V characteristics to have a possibility to compare the measurements made

on the same place (for example, made under lighting and in the dark or before and

after some processing), measuring of I-V characteristics of single grain boundaries,

etc.
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